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The main objective of this research was to study the mechanisms of the spark ignition 
process of lean or diluted fuel-air mixtures under enhanced gas flow conditions for 
applications in future internal combustion engines. Various spark ignition strategies were 
deployed by controlling the spark discharge process via different spark ignition hardware 
configurations. Modulated spark discharge parameters, such as enhanced discharge power, 
prolonged discharge duration, and boosted discharge current were facilitated in the research. 
The impact of gas flow on the spark discharge process in air was investigated under varying 
air flow conditions with a range of flow velocities from 0 m/s to 60 m/s. The ignition 
performance of the spark strategies was investigated with lean or diluted fuel-air mixtures 
under controlled gas flow conditions in an optical constant volume combustion chamber 
test platform. The mixture flow velocity across the spark gap ranged from 0 m/s to 35 m/s 
during the combustion tests. 
Experiments were carried out with air as the background media. Short circuits and restrikes 
were observed under air flow conditions. The frequency of these occurrences increased 
with increased air flow velocity. The length of the spark plasma increased, due to the stretch 
of the plasma channel by the air flow. The plasma was stretched at a speed similar to the 
air flow velocity across the spark gap. The maximum length of the spark plasma was 
affected by the air flow velocity and the spark gap size. The spark discharge duration 
reduced with increased air flow velocity.  
To enhance the ignition of a lean or diluted fuel-air mixture under quiescent conditions, 
high spark discharge power or high spark discharge current were applied. With equivalent 
spark discharge energy, a larger flame kernel was achieved by the high-power spark 
whereas the impacts of spark discharge current level and discharge duration during the arc 
and glow phases were insignificant on the flame kernel growth. A transient high-current 
spark also generated a larger flame kernel, although with much higher spark energy as 




discharge current magnitude and discharge duration were critical for the flame kernel 
growth. It is postulated that this kernel growth was the result of a prolonged spark discharge 
duration effectively increasing the interaction volume between the plasma channel and the 
combustible gas engulfed by the mixture flow. Consequently, a longer spark discharge 
duration proved beneficial in establishing a larger flame kernel, probably because the spark 
discharge current was sufficient to support the flame kernel growth. Indeed, it was observed 
that boosted spark current was advantageous for the flame kernel growth, especially at 
higher flow velocities. However, the high-power spark and transient high-current spark 
proved to be less effective with higher flow velocities, probably because of the short 
discharge duration. 
Keywords: spark ignition, gas flow, spark plasma, flame kernel initiation, high-power 
spark, transient high-current spark, boosted-current spark, spark discharge duration, spark 
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𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 total spark discharge energy from the ignition coil [mJ] 
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 total spark discharge energy under quiescent conditions [mJ] 




?̅? normalized spark discharge energy [%] 
I spark discharge current  [mA] 
Lcoil inductance of the secondary coil [H] 
N number of short circuits and restrikes [-] 
Rcable resistance of ignition cable [kΩ] 
Rcoil resistance of the secondary coil [kΩ] 
Re Reynolds number [-] 
Rplug resistance of the spark plug [kΩ] 
Rplasma resistance of the spark plasma [kΩ] 
𝑉𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 spark gap voltage during the breakdown phase [kV] 
𝑉𝐷𝐶 voltage of the transient high-current module [kV] 






AC alternating current  
CEI controlled electronic ignition 
CH4 methane 
CI compression ignition 
CO carbon monoxide 
CO2 carbon dioxide 
CMI coupled multi-charge ignition 
DC direct current 
EGR exhaust gas recirculation 
FPGA field-programmable gate arrays 
GDI gasoline direct injection 
HC hydrocarbons 
HCCI homogeneous charge compression ignition 
HPL high-pressure loop 
H2O water 
IC internal combustion 
IGBT insulated-gate bipolar transistor 
LPL low-pressure loop 
MFB mass fraction burnt 
N2 nitrogen 
NEDC new European driving cycle 
NOx oxides of nitrogen 
PFI port fuel injection 
RPM revolutions per minute 
RT real-time 
SI spark ignition 
TWC three-way catalytic converter 






Motivation and objective 
Internal combustion engines have been used to power on-road and off-road vehicles for 
over a century. Despite the recent development in electric vehicles, internal combustion 
engines will continue to be one of the main propulsion systems for the automotive industry 
in the foreseeable future because of the high energy density of hydrocarbon fuels. Presently, 
new researches on internal combustion engines are mainly propelled by the strict emission 
regulations and the continuous requirement for engine efficiency improvement.  
Lean burn and inert gas dilution are considered effective in improving the efficiency of 
spark ignition (SI) engines [1–4]. The lean burn is commonly achieved by providing air 
that is more than the amount required for meeting the fuel-air stoichiometry. The dilution 
is often deployed by exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). The effectiveness of lean burn and 
dilution is produced from different prospects. First, the lean-burn or dilution reduces the 
gas exchange pumping loss [2], especially under partial load operations [3]. Moreover, the 
combustion temperature is reduced by the excess air or dilution, which is beneficial for 
both the knocking suppression and the heat transfer loss reduction [1]. The lower knocking 
tendency facilitates the application of a higher compression ratio, which can greatly 
increase the thermal efficiency. Additionally, the lean burn can potentially improve 
combustion efficiency. On the other hand, the combustion of a lean or EGR diluted fuel-air 
mixture tends to be much slower as compared with that of a stoichiometric mixture, which 
adversely affects the engine thermal efficiency [5]. To speed up the combustion process, 
in-cylinder air motions are often intentionally introduced to promote flame propagation [6–
9]. The combinations of these new strategies have imposed great challenges on the 
conventional spark ignition systems.  
In conventional spark-ignition systems, the ignition energy is usually in the range of 30 mJ 




moderate gas motion. However, for the lean or diluted fuel-air mixture, higher ignition 
energy is required because of the reduced mixture reactivity [11]. Additionally, the 
intensification of the in-cylinder air motion makes the ignition process even more 
difficult [11,12]. The interactions between the spark plasma and the air motion involve 
complicated physical, electrical, and chemical processes, which further affects the spark 
ignition process. An unstable ignition process may result in higher cyclic variations or even 
misfires that are detrimental to engine operation. The successful ignition depends on the 
matching between the reactivity of the fuel, the intensity of the air motion, and the 
scheduling of the ignition energy [6]. Under these circumstances, the investigation of the 
ignition strategies, especially in presence of the air motion, becomes crucial for the 
application of advanced combustion strategies in internal combustion engines. 
In comparison, compression ignition (CI) engines generally have higher efficiency than 
spark-ignition engines [13]. However, the lack of cost-effective after-treatment devices for 
the lean-burn engine system makes emission reduction the main challenge for CI engines. 
NOx and soot emissions generated from the locally high-temperature combustion regions 
can be reduced by lowering the combustion temperature with EGR [13]. Nevertheless, there 
is often a trade-off between emission reduction and efficiency improvement [13,14]. The 
low-temperature combustion may result in longer combustion duration and incomplete 
combustion, which impairs the thermal efficiency. The homogeneous charge compression 
ignition (HCCI) is a preferred combustion mode through which high efficiency and low 
emissions can be obtained simultaneously [15]. However, the lack of direct control over 
the ignition process makes it difficult to apply HCCI in production engines. An effective 
ignition source is thus helpful for the broader application of HCCI combustion. 
Considering the trend and the challenges in the development of advanced internal 
combustion engines, the research on new ignition technologies and strategies is of vital 
importance. Though the ignition can be improved by many advanced technologies, such as 




systems will continue to be the most feasible way to initiate the combustion in IC engines 
because of the low cost, robustness, and reliability of inductive coil ignition systems [16].  
This research aims to contribute to the advancement of spark ignition in future internal 
combustion engines. The objectives of this research are listed as follows: 
1 To configure spark discharge strategies with independently controlled spark discharge 
parameters via various ignition hardware configurations. The impact of air flow on the 
discharge of the different spark strategies will be empirically studied. 
2 To characterize the spark discharge parameters from different spark ignition strategies 
under various air flow conditions. The correlation between the spark discharge 
parameters and the air flow velocities will be established from the experiments. 
3 To empirically study the ignition and flame propagation of a lean or diluted fuel-air 
mixture under independently controlled mixture flow conditions in constant volume 
combustion chambers that are comprehensively instrumented as the test platforms.  
4 To improve the understanding of spark parameters on the flame kernel formation and 
early flame development under various mixture flow velocities. The effective spark 
strategies for the ignition of a lean or diluted mixture will be identified under various 
mixture flow velocities.  
The results can potentially contribute to the understanding of the interactions between the 
flame kernel and the flowing gaseous mixture so that an ignition source with optimum spark 
discharge parameters can be designed for specific operating conditions. Detailed 
documentation of the control algorithms and electric circuits for various spark ignition 
strategies is to be produced, along with illustrations of their strength and limitations under 
various operating conditions, which can be used as a reference for practical applications in 
the future. 
Structure of the thesis 
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The research background of this study is introduced in Chapter 1. The current status and 
challenges in clean combustion engine development are described in this chapter. The 
importance of this study in achieving engine efficiency targets is emphasized in this chapter. 
The literature review is summarized in Chapter 2. The previous research on different 
ignition strategies is introduced in this chapter. The direction of this research is identified 
based on the survey of the relevant research activities in the world. 
Descriptions of the research methodology can be found in Chapter 3. This research is 
primarily based on the empirical work which is conducted in a set of constant volume 
combustion chambers that are instrumented comprehensively as the test platforms. The 
experimental setup of the combustion chamber test platform is shown in this chapter. A 
detailed introduction on the electric circuits and control algorithms of different ignition 
strategies is also provided in this chapter, along with the spark discharge current and voltage 
waveforms obtained from the experiments. The data analysis methods including the image 
and pressure processing methods, as well as equations for spark energy calculations, can 
also be found in this chapter. 
In Chapter 4, the impact of spark discharge parameters on the flame kernel formation with 
lean or diluted mixtures is investigated under quiescent conditions.  
The empirical study on the spark discharge under air flow conditions is presented in 
Chapter 5. The effects of air flow on the spark discharge with varied spark discharge 
parameters and backpressure are investigated under different air flow velocities. The 
influences of air flow on the discharge process of different spark strategies are also reported 
in this chapter.  
The impact of the spark strategies on the flame kernel initiation with a lean fuel-air mixture 
is studied under various mixture flow velocities in the optical combustion chambers. The 
results and analysis can be found in Chapter 6.  




CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Energy sources for automotive application 
Internal combustion (IC) engines have been the primary power source for automotive 
vehicles for more than a century. Over the years, the efficiency of IC engines, along with 
the efficiency of automotive vehicles, has been extensively improved [17] (Figure 1-1), 
while the engine-out harmful emissions are continuously reduced [18]. Nevertheless, the 
recent development in electric vehicles has raised significant attention. Battery electric 
vehicles use onboard battery packs as an energy source. The battery can be charged from 
electric charging stations or other on-board power systems such as the IC engine burning 
hydrocarbon fuels in some hybrid vehicles. As the energy storage unit in a vehicle, one of 
the major challenges for batteries is the relatively low energy density.  
  
Figure 1-1 Highway fuel consumption for vehicles (Adapted from US Federal 
Highway Administration [17]) 
The volumetric and gravimetric energy densities of different portable energy sources are 
shown in Figure 1-2. Though the energy densities of batteries have increased substantially 
over the years, their maximum achievable energy densities are still confined by the fact that 































reactions [19]. The scenario of reactants fully contained in a concealed pack is similar to 
the case of explosives. The energy densities of explosives are also shown in Figure 1-2 as 
references. In contrast, the combustion of fuel in automotive applications only requires 
partial reactants, the fuel, to be on-board. The other part of the reactants, the air, is readily 
available in the atmosphere. For this reason, the on-board energy densities of hydrocarbon 
fuels are intrinsically higher than the energy densities of batteries. Even compared with 
explosives, hydrocarbon fuels alone are much higher in energy density. 
One of the major issues with the combustion of hydrocarbon fuels is the production of CO2 
which is a greenhouse gas. The use of renewable fuels can partially circumvent this issue 
by creating a carbon-neutral condition in the whole life cycle of the fuel. The energy 
densities of several renewable fuels are also shown in Figure 1-2.  
The overall force required to drive a vehicle depends on many factors, such as the weight 
of the vehicle, the structural design, as well as the driving conditions. The total resistance 
of the vehicle that needs to be overcome by the powertrain can be quantified by 1-1 [20].  
𝐹𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐹𝐴𝐷 + 𝐹𝑅𝑅 + 𝐹𝐴𝐶𝐶 + 𝐹𝑅𝐺  1-1 
Where, 𝐹𝐴𝐷 represents the aerodynamic drag that is determined by the aerodynamic shape 
of the vehicle, the projected frontal area of the vehicle, and the vehicle velocity. 𝐹𝑅𝑅 is the 
rolling resistance that is dependent on the velocity and the mass of the vehicle, in addition 
to the road surface and tire conditions. 𝐹𝐴𝐶𝐶 denotes the acceleration force that increases 
with the vehicle’s mass. 𝐹𝑅𝐺  is the slope force that can be directly affected by the road 
gradient and the vehicle’s mass [20].  
The composition of the total resistance suggests that the weight of the vehicle has a 
pronounced impact on the resistance that needs to overcome to drive a vehicle. The 
resistance will affect the energy required to drive the vehicle. As shown in Figure 1-3, the 
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Figure 1-3 Variation of fuel consumption with vehicle weight (Adapted from The 
National Academies Press [24])  
One of the greatest challenges for battery electric vehicles is that the battery weight 
contributes a substantial percentage to the weight of the whole vehicle as compared with 
the fuel weight in IC engines, as shown in Figure 1-4. The limitation in battery energy 
density can significantly hinder the application of battery-powered electric vehicles in 
heavy-duty transportation or long-distance traveling. 
  

















































For traveling long-distances, if the battery to vehicle weight ratio is relatively low, the 
vehicle needs frequent charging. The long charging duration is a problem under this 
circumstance. The charging time and traveling time of some battery electric car models are 
plotted in Figure 1-5 [17]. The charging time constrain can be somewhat circumvented by 
increasing the charging power [25,26]. The time to charge a light-duty car can be reduced 
from 1.5 hours to 20 min for 90 miles drive when the charging power is increased from 
19.2 kW (AC Level 2 charging station) to 90 kW (DC Fast charging station) [26]. However, 
fast charging often reduces the lifespan of batteries [27]. Besides, with the aging of batteries, 
the charging efficiency decreases, while the safety hazard increases due to the imbalance 
between the different cells of a battery pack [27].  
Though the challenges to the electric powertrains are not part of the research work, it is 
important to emphasize that electric vehicles cannot fully replace IC engine-powered 
vehicles, at least not with the currently available technology, especially for commercial 
trucks, air crafts, and marine boats. The innovative research and advancement in IC engine 
vehicles are still of paramount importance for the transportation sector. 
 





















1.2 Spark ignition engine development for clean combustion 
Between the two types of IC engines, spark ignition (SI) engines have been widely used in 
light-duty vehicles [28]. For conventional spark-ignition engines, the homogeneous 
combustion normally results in minimum soot emissions [29]. Other emissions, such as 
oxides of nitrogen (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), and unburned hydrocarbons (HC) can 
be effectively converted to nitrogen (N2), water (H2O), and carbon dioxide (CO2) by the 
three-way catalytic converter (TWC) [30,31]. Though the toxic emissions of SI engines are 
easier to reduce as compared with that of the compression ignition engines, owing to the 
TWC, the efficiency of spark-ignition engines is generally lower than that of its 
compression ignition counterpart [28]. In line with the lower efficiency, more CO2 gas is 
released. CO2 gas is a major contributor to the greenhouse effect [32]. Thus, the CO2 
emission regulation has been gradually tightened by environmental protection authorities, 
as shown in Figure 1-6, which urges the automotive manufacturers to continuously improve 
engine efficiency.   
 



























































































The relatively low efficiency of SI engines stems from different aspects. Conventional SI 
engines operate with fuel-air mixtures locked at nearly stoichiometric air-fuel ratios. The 
adjustment of engine load is accomplished by controlling the opening of a throttle valve in 
naturally aspirated engines, or the combination of the throttle valve opening and the boost 
pressure in turbocharged engines [3]. A smaller opening of the throttle valve at partial load 
conditions restricts the intake air flow, along with the fuel flow, i.e., the work output. 
Consequently, the engine efficiency suffers from increased pumping loss during the gas 
exchange process [3,35,36]. Moreover, the homogeneous and stoichiometric mixture in SI 
engines confines the range of the compression ratio because of the knocking limit [3,37,38]. 
Furthermore, under high speed and full load conditions, fuel enrichment could be applied 
to limit the engine and catalyst temperatures for safety and engine system protection [39], 
which also increases the fuel consumption. Different strategies have been deployed to 
improve the efficiency of SI engines, such as the application of variable valve timing (VVT) 
[3,28,40,41], engine downsizing [28,39,42], gasoline direct injection (GDI) [43–45], and 
the EGR dilution [2,35,37,46].  
The application of VVT is effective in improving engine efficiency by reducing the gas 
exchange pumping loss [40]. Instead of using a throttle, an early or late inlet valve closing 
can be devised to moderate the amount of fuel-air mixture that flows into the cylinder [40]. 
Moreover, the effective expansion ratio can be adjusted by controlling the exhaust valve 
opening time [41]. Additionally, the change in the valve timing affects the in-cylinder 
pressure and temperature, which may affect the combustion process [47].  
Engine downsizing is another widely used technique for efficiency improvement. A 
downsized engine with a smaller swept volume has the advantage of reduced engine mass 
and size. With a smaller displacement, the engine can operate at a comparatively higher 
load to achieve the same power output, which reduces the frequency for low load operation 
and hence results in less gas exchange pumping loss [37,48]. To maintain the same power 
with a downsized engine, intake boosting is often used to increase the density of air that 




during the compression stroke, which promotes the pre-ignition and the knocking tendency 
[49]. Strategies such as retarding the spark timing or decreasing the compression ratio can 
be used to suppress the knocking and pre-ignition tendency [48,50]. However, these 
operational necessities tend to compromise the gain in engine efficiency improvement. 
These conflicts can be mitigated by the application of lean burn and diluted combustion 
[37,48,49,51].  
The knocking suppression with lean burn and dilution can be attributed to both the reduced 
end gas temperature and the lower end gas reactivity [7,49]. Cooled EGR is generally used 
for the purpose of knocking suppression [38]. The reactivity of the in-cylinder fuel-air 
mixture is reduced by the exhaust gas or the extra air, resulting in a lower flame propagation 
speed [37,38,52]. The decreased flame propagation speed leads to a longer combustion 
duration and a lower combustion pressure [53]. The lower combustion pressure has reduced 
compression effects on the end gas, which is beneficial for the knocking suppression [53]. 
On the other hand, the inert dilution gas increases the amount of the total in-cylinder 
mixture that acts as a heat sink for the combustion process [7,49]. Consequently, a larger 
amount of in-cylinder gas results in lower end-gas temperature [7,49].  
EGR is also beneficial for engine efficiency improvement [2,54]. The exhaust gas replaces 
a part of the fresh air. Consequently, under the same load level, the throttle needs to be 
opened wider to let more fresh air flow into the cylinder [55]. The wider opening of the 
throttle results in lower gas exchange pumping loss. Moreover, the heat transfer loss is 
decreased due to the reduced combustion temperature enabled by the dilution effect of the 
exhaust gas [56]. The reduced combustion temperature alleviates the knocking tendency, 
which facilitates an advanced spark timing to place the combustion period in a window 
with better thermal efficiency [57]. Another benefit of EGR is that it reduces the exhaust 
temperature so that the frequency of fuel enrichment can be reduced, which also contributes 
to the fuel economy improvement, especially under high load conditions [2,54]. The aspects 





Figure 1-7 Efficiency improvement by cooled EGR (Adapted from Takaki et al. [2]) 
Two commonly used EGR loop configurations in turbocharged engines are the high-
pressure loop EGR and the low-pressure loop EGR [37,52,58], as illustrated in Figure 1-8. 
The high-pressure loop (HPL) EGR works by recirculating a portion of the exhaust gas 
upstream of the turbine back to the intake pipe downstream of the compressor (Figure 1-8 
(a)). The low-pressure loop (LPL) EGR reroutes a part of the exhaust gas downstream of 
the turbine back to the upstream of the compressor, as shown in Figure 1-8 (b). The 
selection of the HPL EGR and LPL EGR depends on the engine operating conditions. The 
combination of the two configurations has also been used to realize an improved engine 
performance in the full load range [59,60].  
Increase of in-cylinder gas amount































(a) High-pressure loop EGR                (b) Low-pressure loop EGR 
Figure 1-8 EGR loop configurations in turbocharged SI engines  
The lean-burn is another viable combustion strategy for efficiency improvement in SI 
engines [61–63]. Lean burn strategy is normally realized by supplying air that is more than 
the amount required for meeting the fuel-air stoichiometry [51,64]. Similar to the dilution 
effects of EGR, the lean-burn strategy can also increase the thermal efficiency by reducing 
the gas exchange pumping loss, increasing the specific heat ratio, and reducing the heat 
transfer loss by lowering the combustion temperature [51,65].  
The lean-burn strategy is often used together with EGR, along with the gasoline direct 
injection (GDI) for engine efficiency improvement [43–45], as shown in Figure 1-9. When 
the engine is running at low load conditions, a stratified fuel-air mixture with an overall 



















combustion instability can be alleviated and the ignition process can be improved by 
creating a fuel-rich condition close to the spark gap with a background of overall lean 
mixtures [36,66]. At higher load conditions, the injection timing is advanced to create an 
overall homogeneous stoichiometric mixture, which is similar to the condition when a port 
fuel injection (PFI) is used [67].  
 
Figure 1-9 Operational modes of a gasoline direct injection engine (Adapted from 
Blank et al. [67]) 
One of the major disadvantages of lean burn and diluted combustion is the reduced 
combustion speed of the in-cylinder fuel-air mixture, which results in longer combustion 
duration and lower combustion efficiency [68]. Combustion instabilities are increased due 
to the slow-burning process [68]. Enhanced in-cylinder gas motion is often applied to 
improve the combustion speed [6,8,9].  
Morden advanced spark-ignition engines often use a combination of the above-mentioned 
technologies to achieve better efficiency gain [69]. Some common features of the new 
combustion systems include higher boost pressure, enhanced gas motion, diluted in-



























are effective in improving engine efficiency, they also raise challenges for the ignition and 
the following combustion process, which will be elucidated in the next section.  
1.3 Challenges in the spark ignition process 
The combustion of a lean or diluted in-cylinder fuel-air mixture is more unstable as 
compared with the stoichiometric combustion in conventional SI engines, which limits the 
potential for efficiency enhancement [6,9,68,70]. The reasons for the unstable combustion 
include the increased breakdown difficulties from the higher gas density with EGR dilution 
and higher boost pressure, the unstable flame kernel growth, and the longer combustion 
duration of the diluted mixture [71].  
Intensified gas motions are proposed to improve the combustion process [6,8,9]. The gas 
motion is effective in enhancing the in-cylinder turbulence level and the flame propagation 
speed, resulting in a shorter combustion duration [5,6]. However, the intensified gas motion 
further increases the difficulties in the ignition process with the conventional spark ignition 
system [5,6]. The minimum ignition energy increases with the dilution of the mixture 
[72,73]. The gas motion makes the scenario even worse as suggested by Huang et al. [72] 
Their research showed that the minimum ignition energy (MIE) increased sharply with the 
increased turbulence intensity [72]. Though the ignition mainly affects the initial stage of 
the flame kernel formation, the insufficient ignition abilities manifest later in the 
combustion process as increased variability and poor combustion controllability [5,74,75]. 
The direct injection SI engines also encounter challenges in the ignition process. The 
combustion instability partially originates from the convective flow fluctuations caused by 
the direct fuel injection, as well as the reduced flame speed of a leaner mixture [51]. In the 
spray-guided stratified-charge SI engines, the spark plug is located close to the injector 
which induces strong air motion during the injection. The injection-induced strong air 
motion and the in-cylinder gas motion can greatly stretch the spark plasma channel. The 
resistance of the plasma channel is increased due to the stretch [76]. The plasma breaks off 




discharge duration gets shorter. The reduced spark duration can potentially affect the flame 
kernel formation [77].  
1.4 Chapter summary 
The application of lean burn and EGR diluted combustion has great potential in improving 
the efficiency of SI engines. However, the new combustion strategies have also mandated 
higher requirements on the spark ignition system. These challenges are summarized in 
Figure 1-10. Ignition systems that can operate under a higher background density, tolerate 
lower reactivity of the mixture, and sustain the ignition source with stronger gas motion, 
need to be developed for the advanced combustion strategies.  
Among the multiple challenges for the ignition process, the increased gas density often 
raises difficulties for the breakdown process, where a higher voltage is essential to ensure 
the breakdown event. The heterogeneity of the in-cylinder mixture advocates the necessity 
of higher ignition energy, as the minimum ignition energy increases when the mixture gets 
either lean or rich [78]. Moreover, challenges for the ignition process come from the 
enhanced gas motion, especially with lean or diluted mixtures. The gas motion not only 
affects the flame kernel but also alters the spark discharge process. The interactions among 
the electric discharge, heat transfer, and chemical reaction make the ignition process much 
more complicated as compared with the case under quiescent conditions. The focus of the 





Figure 1-10 Challenges for the ignition in modern SI engines  
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CHAPTER 2 TECHNICAL BRIEFING AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this chapter, a literature review about different spark ignition strategies is presented. The 
review focuses on the ignition strategies that are based on conventional inductive ignition 
coils. The emphasis is on the application of the spark ignition strategies for the ignition of 
fuel-lean or EGR diluted fuel-air mixtures. The second part of the review provides an 
overview of the characteristics of spark discharge under gas flow conditions.  
2.1 Basic spark discharge process from an inductive ignition system 
The inductive coil ignition system has been considered the most reliable and cost-effective 
solution for production engine applications [16]. The ignition coil pack works based on the 
transformer principle [79]. The coil pack consists of a primary coil with a smaller number 
of windings and a secondary coil with a larger number of windings. A schematic diagram 
of the inductive coil ignition system is shown in Figure 2-1. Batteries of 12 V and 24 V are 
widely used in passenger cars and natural gas trucks, respectively. The voltage of the 
battery should be maintained within an appropriate range. For instance, the lower voltage 
limit of a lead-acid 12 V automotive storage battery is 7.2 V to pass the Cold Cranking Test 
as required by the SAE J537 standard for storage batteries [80]. One end of the primary 
ignition coil is connected to the positive terminal of the battery. The other end of the 
primary coil is connected to an insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) which is then 
connected to the negative terminal of the battery [81]. The negative terminal of the battery 
is normally connected to the metal frame of a vehicle as the common ground. In the 
secondary circuit, one terminal of the secondary coil is connected to the central electrode 
of the spark plug. The other terminal of the secondary coil is connected to the ground 





Figure 2-1 Inductive coil ignition system (Adapted from Zheng et al. [16]) 
For a typical conventional inductive coil ignition system, the electric current and voltage 
waveforms of the charging and discharging processes are shown in Figure 2-2. The primary 
circuit can be switched ON or OFF by the IGBT following the ignition control signal. The 
charging process is started in the primary coil when the primary circuit is switched on. The 
primary current gradually increases, usually to several amps in a duration up to 
approximately 5 ms. This time stage is usually termed as the charging duration [79]. A 
magnetic field is generated due to the increased current in the primary coil. The electric 
energy of charging is transformed to the magnetic field of the coil in this process. The 
dynamic charging process finishes when the primary circuit is switched off prior to 
saturating the coil current. Thereby, the primary current drops drastically to a value close 
to 0 amps. The abrupt change in the primary current results in the transformation of the 
magnetic field to a transient inductive voltage of several hundred volts in the primary coil. 
Correspondingly, in the secondary circuit, a voltage of often higher than a couple of 
thousands volts is generated in the secondary coil due to the abrupt voltage change of the 
primary coil. The ratio between the primary voltage and the secondary voltage in this 
process depends on the ratio between the number of windings in the primary coil and the 
number of windings in the secondary coil [82]. The high voltage from the secondary coil 
results in the gas ionization process across the spark gap. The secondary circuit is closed 
once the ionized channel is formed in the spark gap. The energy stored in the magnetic field 
is gradually released to the spark gap in a few milliseconds, which initiates a flame kernel 
by heating the surrounding combustible mixtures and activating the gas molecules. The 




















The spark discharge current gradually decreases during the inductive discharge process. 
Concurrently, the spark discharge voltage drops rapidly until resumes to about a few 
hundred volts [74,79].  
 
Figure 2-2 Waveforms during the charging and discharging processes of an inductive 
coil ignition system (Adapted from Yu et al. [74,79]) 
The spark discharge from the secondary coil can be divided into four phases: pre-
breakdown, breakdown, arc, and glow [83–86], as shown in Figure 2-3. During the pre-
breakdown phase, the secondary coil voltage increases rapidly in receiving the energy of 
the magnetic field that is transformed from the current collapse of the primary coil. In 
accordance, the parasitic capacitance in parallel to the spark gap is charged. In the 
meantime, the spark gap voltage increases until the gaseous media in between the gap is 
electrified to become conductive, i.e. the onset of the breakdown phase. Once the 
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the parasitic capacitance (typically around 5-15 pF) of the spark plug, is released through 
the channel [83]. 
   
Figure 2-3 Phases in the spark discharge process under quiescent conditions (Adapted 
from Maly et al. [84]) 
The breakdown phase is characterized by high power and short duration, often more than 
tens of kilowatts in several nanoseconds. The transient spark discharge current during the 
breakdown phase can exceed hundreds of amps, depending on the equivalent impedance of 
the secondary circuit [87]. The dropping of high breakdown voltage and the surging of high 
discharge current are in step, which concurs an extensively high discharge power. Within 
the brief duration of the breakdown phase, the temperature and pressure in the plasma 
channel also increase drastically. The overpressure in the plasma may generate audible 
shock waves that propagate outwards. The electric energy is transferred to the gas across 
the vicinity of the spark gap for thermal heating and kinetic activation. The electrical-to-
thermal energy transfer efficiency during the breakdown phase is reported as high as 94% 
in air with 300 K background temperature and 1 bar background pressure [84].  
Following the breakdown phase, the gaseous plasma arcing is accompanied by the 
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typically over 100 mA [84]. The electrical-to-thermal energy transfer efficiency is reported 
about 50% [84]. The current level further drops in the glow phase to below ~100 mA. 
Unlike in the arc phase, the electrons during the glow phase are obtained mostly from the 
cold cathode via ion impact without the assistance of thermionic emissions from otherwise 
molten hot spots [87]. The electrical-to-thermal energy transfer efficiency during the glow 
phase is reported to be the lowest, about 30% in the air at 300 K background temperature 
and 1 bar background pressure [84].  
Based on the configuration of the conventional inductive coil ignition systems, different 
ignition strategies were investigated to modify the spark discharge process, such as the 
high-power spark, the high-energy spark, and the boosted current spark. These ignition 
systems are discussed in the following sections. 
2.2 Spark ignition systems 
The ignition strategies can be categorized based on their control and operating principles, 
such as the high-power spark, the high-energy spark, and the long-duration spark. Different 
hardware can be used to realize these spark strategies. A few representative ones are 
summarized in this section. 
2.2.1 High-power ignition system 
The high-power ignition system features a higher spark discharge power and a short spark 
discharge duration [88–93]. The high power can be achieved by adding a capacitor in 
parallel to the spark gap in a conventional inductive ignition system [88,89,92], as shown 
in Figure 2-4 (a). The capacitance of the add-on high voltage complying capacitor is 
typically much higher than the structural capacitance of the spark plug. The add-on 
capacitor receives electrical charging during the pre-breakdown phase. 
Alternatively, an external high-voltage power supply is used to pre-charge the added 




of the central electrode allows the energy stored in the capacitors to be released through the 
gap plasma channel quickly. The added parallel capacitor can therefore increase the 
transient spark discharge current during the breakdown phase. The high power is realized 
when the high discharge current is in step with the high discharge voltage during the 
breakdown event [88–93].  
Small loop resistance is preferred to ensure a swift discharge process of the energy stored 
in the capacitor so that the high spark discharge current can meet the high voltage during 
the breakdown to concur a high spark discharge power. A non-resistive spark plug is 
usually used for this reason [89,92]. Alternatively, the embedded resistor of the spark plug 
should be placed upstream of the parallel capacitor so that it does not affect the capacitive 
discharge during the breakdown phase [88]. 
 
          (a)                                                                            (b) 
(a) Peak capacitor coupled with ignition coils (Adapted from Anderson et al. [92]),  
(b) Peak capacitor coupled with external power supply (Adapted from Cho et al. [94]) 
Figure 2-4 High-power ignition systems 
Previous studies reported that the peak spark discharge current was increased dramatically 
in a high-power ignition system. Anderson [91] reported a peak spark discharge current of 
700 A with the high-power ignition system when using a 250 pF parallel capacitor. A peak 
spark discharge current of 800 A was generated by Cho et al. using their high-power 
ignition system [94]. Corresponding to the low parallel capacitance, the high current spark 
discharge was generally very fast, within 100 ns [91,94]. 
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2.2.2 High-energy ignition system 
The high-energy ignition systems refer to ignition systems that can provide higher spark 
discharge energy to the spark gap. The high-energy ignition systems generally involve extra 
energy supply hardware in addition to the original ignition coil. The additional energy 
supply hardware can be more ignition coils [71,95], or can be supplementary power supply 
and energy storage systems [96–98]. The spark discharge energy can range from several 
hundred millijoules to as high as several joules [5,97,99–102]. The different energy supply 
hardware results in different energy release processes. The stored energy can be released 
by a transient high discharge current, which is released in several microseconds, such as in 
the plasma jet and rail plug ignition systems [100,101]. An exemplary electric circuit of a 
plasma jet ignition system is shown in Figure 2-5. Alternatively, the high energy ignition 
system can deliver extra energy to the spark gap in the form of a long-duration spark 
discharge [95,102].  
 
Figure 2-5 Plasma jet ignition system (Adapted from Murase et al. [99]) 
The ignition systems with transient high spark discharge current often feature thermal 
expansion of the plasma due to the abrupt release of energy, which is different from the 
long-duration spark discharge whose performance is related to both the spark discharge 
duration and the spark discharge current level.  
In a plasma jet ignition system, the breakdown event is triggered by a conventional 
inductive coil ignition system. Once the ionization channel is formed after the breakdown 











capacitance of several microfarads (µF), will be released, resulting in a high spark discharge 
current [97].  
2.2.3 Ignition systems with controlled spark discharge current and duration 
More ignition systems are designed to accommodate the requirement of controlling the 
spark discharge process. The multi-coil ignition system is such a kind of ignition system 
that is frequently used to generate different spark discharge profiles. A representative 
circuit of a dual-coil ignition system is shown in Figure 2-6. More coils can be added in a 
similar configuration. With multiple coils connected to the same spark plug, the coils can 
be charged and discharged simultaneously or alternately so that different spark discharge 
current profiles are created. Other ignition systems with modulated spark discharge current 
such as the Controlled Electronic Ignition (CEI) and the Coupled Multi-charge Ignition 
(CMI) have also been proposed [103].  
 
Figure 2-6 Multi-coil ignition system represented by two coils (Adapted from 
Alger et al. [95]) 
2.3 Spark ignition strategies for ignition of lean and diluted fuel-air mixtures 
Realized by the aforementioned ignition systems, the spark discharge energy can be 
released with different features. For instance, a high current is in step with the high voltage 
as in the case of high-power spark; a very high current can be achieved transiently as in the 




case of plasma jet and rail plug ignition system; multiple sparks or a long duration spark 
can be generated by the multi-coil system. Studies have been carried out to investigate the 
effectiveness of the different spark discharge strategies for the ignition of lean and diluted 
fuel-air mixtures. 
2.3.1 High-power ignition strategy 
The performance of the high-power ignition strategy was studied on spark ignition engines 
[88,89,91–93], and constant volume test facilities [94,104]. Experiments conducted by Yu 
et al. [104] on constant volume combustion chamber proved that the lean ignition limit of 
methane-air mixtures under quiescent conditions was extended from an access air ratio of 
1.7 to 1.9 by a high-power spark.  
Jacobs et al. [88] compared the high-power spark with a spark from the “base” ignition 
system (conventional inductive ignition coil system) in a GDI engine running under low 
load conditions. Their results showed that the high-power spark reached a lean operation 
limit with an excess air ratio of λ=1.4 compared with λ=1.25 when the base ignition system 
was used. The combustion stability was also improved with the high-power spark. 
However, the authors did not report the spark discharge energy levels from the two spark 
strategies.  
Anderson et al. [92] found the high-power, which they termed as the “blast wave” ignition 
strategy, outperformed both the normal and the long duration spark strategies in reducing 
the 0-10% burning duration and the combustion instability of a gasoline engine operated 
under lean conditions [92]. 
Nevertheless, some other research results demonstrated that the high-power ignition 
strategy was not as effective under certain operating conditions. According to Pischinger 
et al.[93], the high-power spark did not shorten the flame initiation period in an SI engine 




Pischinger et al. [93] commented that the engine design and operating conditions might 
affect the performance of different ignition strategies.  
Cho et al. [94] studied the performance of the high-power spark ignition strategy in a 
constant volume combustion chamber with different turbulence levels. They found the 
high-power spark was less effective under high turbulence and high dilution conditions. 
2.3.2 High-energy ignition strategy 
Many researchers reported better ignition capability of the plasma jet ignition strategy as 
compared with a conventional ignition strategy from an inductive coil ignition system 
[99,100,105]. The experiments were carried out in both combustion chambers [100] and 
research engines [105], under both quiescent conditions and with turbulence [100]. The 
plasma jet ignition strategy delivered a much higher level of spark discharge energy in the 
experiments. 
Murase et al. [99] carried out combustion experiments in a chamber configured to generate 
swirl motion. They found that a conventional spark resulted in a faster pressure rise in 
comparison to a plasma jet ignition under a swirl velocity of 10 m/s, albeit with the much 
lower spark discharge energy from the conventional spark as compared with that of the 
plasma jet ignition. The authors stated that the flow velocity had a great impact on the 
ignition process and needed further in-depth investigation.  
2.3.3 Spark strategies with controlled spark current and voltage profiles 
The ignition performances of spark with controlled discharge current and voltage profiles 
during the arc and glow phases were also reported [5,6,71,95,103,106–110]. The studies 
often focused on the impact of spark discharge current level and duration on the ignition 
performance.  
Jung et al. [6] used ten inductive ignition coils connected in parallel to the same spark plug 




coil. They found that a spark discharge with low-current and long-duration was incapable 
of maintaining a stable operation under lean conditions, probably due to the insufficient 
spark discharge energy. The performance of a high-current short-duration spark was not 
satisfactory as well, possibly because of the inadequate spark discharge duration. The spark 
discharge strategies with medium current level and duration demonstrated the best results 
with respect to lean limit extension and engine stability improvement.  
Ogata et al. [71] studied the impact of different ignition strategies on the EGR dilution limit 
under varying engine speeds. They found that a boosted spark discharge current level 
extended the EGR dilution limit.  
Alger et al. [95] investigated the impact of different ignition strategies on EGR diluted 
combustion in engine test systems. Their results showed that the dual coil continuous spark 
discharge was most effective in shortening the combustion duration and extending the 
dilution limit, especially at low-load or high-speed engine operating conditions. The 
authors commented that the better performance of the dual coil continuous discharge was 
mainly due to the continuous nature of the spark discharge current, rather than the higher 
spark discharge energy. However, the energy they referred to was the coil-out energy 
instead of the energy delivered to the spark gap.  
Suzuki et al. carried out a study on the ignition performance in an engine with a tumble 
ratio of 3.5 [107]. They found that there was a limit in extending the spark discharge 
duration, beyond which minimal benefit was observed in promoting the flame kernel 
growth. The limit was related to the spark discharge current level as well, where a longer 
duration was required for a lower current level. The impact of spark discharge energy was 
not discussed in detail in their research. 
Other published results also demonstrated the superior performance of the continuous spark 
discharge in extending the lean and dilution limit or improving engine operation stability, 
whereas the authors had different opinions on the impact of spark discharge energy level 




level had minimal impact on the ignition performance [109], which was contradictory to 
Pilla et al. [110]’s results.  
2.4 Spark discharge process under gas flow conditions 
The air motion not only affects the flame propagation but also changes the spark discharge 
process, including varied spark discharge energy levels and altered plasma channel shape 
[12,103]. This is unlike the spark ignition of a quiescent mixture, where the flame kernel is 
normally generated along a line the shortest distance of the spark gap. With the impact of 
air flow, the flame kernel can be formed at different locations, depending on the plasma 
shape and distribution [12,103].  
The research on the spark plasma and flow interactions was dated back to the 1930s when 
Lindvall [111] found that the change in glow discharge voltage was correlated to the air 
flow velocity. The feature of the glow discharge voltage in correlation with the flow field 
was used as an anemometer for air velocity measurement. Later on, more research work 
was carried out [86,112–114]. Based on the research results, with specific assumptions, 
researchers derived equations to describe the relationships between the flow, the spark 
discharge parameters, and the spark gap dimension [86,113]. 
Kim et al. [113] measured the spark discharge current and voltage waveforms under 
atmospheric pressure and with an air flow velocity up to 15 m/s. They found the spark 
discharge voltage demonstrated a “saw-toothed” shape with multiple restrikes. The voltage 
rise rate increased with the air flow velocity.  
Pashley et al. [86] carried out experiments under a gauge pressure of up to 12 bar and air 
flow velocity of less than 20 m/s. They reported a rise in the spark discharge voltage and a 
reduction of the spark discharge duration with the increased air flow velocity.  
In both studies [86,113], without simultaneous optical recording of the plasma channel, the 
authors simplified the plasma profile as a piecewise rectangle shape and correlated the 




discharge voltage, discharge current, spark gap size, air flow velocity, and the background 
pressure were summarized to form empirical models.  
Shiraishi et al. [115] conducted experimental research on the spark discharge under air flow 
conditions with flow velocity changing from 0 m/s to 8 m/s under a background pressure 
from 1 bar abs to 10 bar abs. From the images of the spark plasma, they found the plasma 
length before the first restrike increases with both the air flow velocity and the background 
pressure. They also calculated the convection velocity of the spark channel tip from the 
images. The convection velocity of the spark channel tip was lower than the air flow 
velocity, especially under low background pressure.  
2.5 Chapter summary 
From the published literature, various ignition strategies were used for lean or diluted 
combustion. Each of the strategies showed some beneficial effects under certain conditions. 
However, in summary of the literature, the mechanisms of how different ignition strategies 
performed under gas flow conditions were not studied thoroughly.  
The engine test results demonstrated the capability of certain ignition strategies under 
specific operating conditions. However, the boundary conditions, such as the background 
pressure, temperature, and gas flow velocity were not controlled or specified in most of the 
experiments. The indefinite boundary conditions made it difficult to perceive the critical 
influential factor in the ignition process and to expand the research findings obtained from 
one test system to another test system. Moreover, ignition strategies under comparison in 
previous studies were often coupled with different igniter configurations and supplied with 
different spark energy levels. The reported spark energy values were mostly the energy 
supplied to the spark plug instead of the energy that was delivered to the spark gap.  
Moreover, in many of the research, the spark discharge current level and the spark discharge 
duration were both improved to achieve better ignition performance [95,103,106–110], 




For the study of the spark discharge under air flow conditions, existing literature 
demonstrated some general impact of the air flow velocity on the spark discharge process, 
such as the increase in the spark discharge voltage, decrease in the discharge duration, and 
the occurrence of restrike events. However, existing research results covered a limited 
range of air flow velocities. The impact of the air flow on the spark discharge parameters, 
such as the discharge energy and the discharge duration, was not investigated in a 
comprehensive manner. Moreover, there was insufficient research on spark and air flow 
interactions with varied spark parameters, such as spark gap size and spark current. 
Furthermore, the mechanisms on how the interactions between spark plasma and air flow 




CHAPTER 3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The literature review in the previous chapter has demonstrated the key effects of different 
spark ignition strategies on the ignition of lean and diluted fuel-air mixtures. The 
mechanisms of the ignition process under gas flow conditions need further investigation. 
The behaviors of the spark plasma under gas flow conditions also need to be studied to 
better understand the ignition process. In order to characterize the spark ignition process 
under gas flow conditions, extensive empirical research has been carried out in this 
dissertation.  
Various spark ignition strategies have been deployed to modulate the spark discharge 
parameters by setting up different hardware configurations. Thus, the spark discharge 
parameters, such as the spark discharge current amplitude and profile, the discharge 
duration, and the discharge power, can all be adjusted by the in-house developed control 
algorithms and ignition circuits. A set of constant volume combustion chambers have been 
used as the major research platform to study the flame kernel formation with different 
ignition strategies. One of the constant volume combustion chambers is configured to 
generate a cross-flow of gaseous fuel-air mixtures in the vicinity of the spark gap through 
a tube jet flow set up under various background pressures. Additionally, an air flow test 
bench has been utilized to generate controlled flow velocities for the study of the spark 
plasma behavior under air flow conditions with atmospheric pressure and temperature.  
3.1 Constant volume combustion chambers 
Two constant volume combustion chambers are used in the study. An all-metal chamber is 
used to carry out combustion experiments under quiescent conditions. An optical constant 
volume combustion chamber is configured to operate with controlled mixture flow. The 










The specifications of the optical chamber are listed in Table 3-1.  
Table 3-1 Specifications of the optical constant volume combustion chamber 
Maximum block heating 
temperature 
200 °C 
Designed maximum pressure 200 bar abs 
Chamber body material SS 304 
Chamber dimensions 
Width 300 mm × Depth 300 mm× Height 300 mm 
Chamber inside volume: 2.6 liters 
Optical windows 
Synthetic quartz (max. 5) Φ120 mm, thickness 100 mm 
Optical access: Φ 80 mm 
Surface accuracy: λ/10 (λ is the wavelength of the 
testing light source, typically 632.8 nm) 
Maximum view ports 5 
 A schematic diagram of the optical constant volume combustion chamber test platform is 
illustrated in Figure 3-2. The test platform is configured with gas supply systems, imaging 
systems, and measurement systems. The imaging systems include a shadowgraph imaging 
system and a direct imaging system. The measurement instruments include current and 
voltage probes and pressure transducers. The all-metal chamber is configured similarly, 
except that the flowing gas line and the imaging systems are not set up with the all-metal 
chamber. The volume of the all-metal chamber is 102 ml. Repeated combustion 






Figure 3-2 Experimental setup of the constant volume combustion chamber  
3.1.1 Gas supply systems of the optical constant volume chamber 
The gas supply system of the optical chamber is composed of an Environics 4040 
computerized gas dilution system, an oil-free compressor, an intake line, and an exhaust 
line. An overpressure relief line is also connected to the chamber for safety precautions.  
The specifications of the Environics 4040 computerized gas dilution system are listed in 
Table 3-2. The computerized gas dilution system can produce gas concentrations from 
percent to ppb levels. Eight mass flow controllers are configured in the gas dilution system 
to control the concentration and flow rate of mixing gases.  
The gas dilution system can operate at different modes. When the gas dilution system 
operates at the concentration mode, a blend gas can be created by entering target gas 
concentrations for each source gas cylinder, and the desired total output flow for the gas 


































































































specified by the user. In the experiments carried out in this study, the concentration mode 
is applied to create gas mixtures with precisely controlled compositions. 
Table 3-2 Specifications of the Environics 4040 gas dilution system [116] 
Accuracy 
Concentration mode: ± 1.0 % setpoint 
Flow mode: ± 1.0 % setpoint 
Operating Pressures at inlets 1.67 – 6.04 bar abs 
Dilution ratios Up to 10000:1 
Performance temperatures  15-35℃ 
Both quiescent and flow conditions can be provided during the experiments in the optical 
chamber. The flow conditions are achieved by introducing a jet flow produced cross flow 
near the spark gap, as shown in Figure 3-3.  
 
Figure 3-3 Demonstration of the flow field near the spark gap  
To create a jet flow, the gas mixture is supplied to a 400 ml buffer volume that is pressurized 
to a higher pressure than the pressure in the optical chamber. The jet flow is generated by 
releasing the gas mixtures in the buffer volume to the optical chamber. A solenoid valve 
(V1 in Figure 3-2) that is connected between the buffer volume and the optical chamber is 
used to control the timing and duration for releasing the flowing gas. A flame arrester is 
connected to the flowing gas line to prevent the flame from propagating back to the buffer 
volume. The composition of the flowing gas and the background gas is the same in the 
experiments. The procedure of operation during the experiment is demonstrated in the flow 
chart shown in Figure 3-4. 










Figure 3-4 Flow chart of the procedure during the experiment  
The velocity of the flowing gas at the spark timing can be controlled by adjusting: (1) the 
pressure difference between the optical chamber and the buffer volume, or (2) the time 
offset between the valve opening and the spark initiation. Once a proper pressure difference 
between the combustion chamber and the buffer volume is decided, the flow velocity is 
mainly controlled by adjusting the time offset between the valve command and the spark 
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command through the control program to minimize the impact of pressure change on the 
ignition and combustion process.  
The control algorithm is implemented on a set of National InstrumentsTM CompactRIO 
systems. The architecture of the control hardware is shown in Figure 3-5. A real-time (RT) 
controller (cRIO-9002) is connected to a cRIO-9102 chassis with embedded field-
programmable gate arrays (FPGA) modules. The RT controller and FPGA devices are 
connected to a host computer via an ethernet cable. A user interface is configured on the 
host computer based on the National InstrumentsTM LabVIEW software so that the 
command signals can be adjusted conveniently. 
The RT controller features high-speed floating-point real-time computation while the 
FPGA handles precisely the critical timing events. The control programs are deployed in 
the hierarchical architecture of the RT-FPGA system. The RT controller sends the 
commands of the duration and timing of each control signal to the FPGA through high-
speed inter-target communication. The execution of the low-level FPGA program generates 
precisely the TTL control signals. The FPGA features a 40 MHz single-cycle timed loop, 
which enables the execution of the programed code in a 25 ns timing interval. The FPGA 
is connected to multiple digital input and output modules that transmit signals to the spark 
ignition circuits and solenoid valves. The output module (cRIO-9474) for the spark signal 
command has an output delay time of up to 1 μs at full scale [117]. The output module 
(cRIO-9472) drives the actuation relays of the solenoid valves with an output delay time of 
up to 100 μs at full scale [118].  
 














The solenoid valve opens upon receiving the control signal from the FPGA output module 
to generate a momentum air jet crossing the spark gap. Then a command signal to trigger 
the spark event is sent out by the FPGA output module when the gas flow at the spark gap 
reaches the desired flow velocity. The time dwell between the valve command and the spark 
command is pre-calibrated to ensure the gas flow velocity near the spark gap is the required 
flow velocity at the spark timing. The measurement of current, voltage, camera, and 
pressure all started simultaneously with the spark triggering. The sequence of the command 
signals is shown in Figure 3-6. 
 
Figure 3-6 Signal sequence during the experiments 
The flow velocity across the spark gap is estimated from the movement of seeding particles 
captured by high-speed images. In general, the flow process is unsteady, because the 
pressure in the buffer volume reduces gradually once the valve is opened to release the 
flowing gas. However, within a very short time window of several milliseconds during the 
spark discharge, the gas flow can be considered quasi-steady flow. The transient velocity 
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Figure 3-7 Flow velocity near the spark gap 
3.1.2 Imaging systems of the optical constant volume chamber 
Two imaging systems are set up with the chamber, including a shadowgraph imaging 
system and a direct imaging system. The shadowgraph imaging system is composed of a 
“z-type” light path, a high-speed camera, and two 6-inch f/8 precision parabolic mirrors. 
The shadowgraph imaging is set up to observe the density change of the media inside the 
chamber during the spark event and the combustion process. For the direct imaging system, 
the camera is placed directly in front of the optical window of the chamber. Alternatively, 
the direct imaging system can be used together with the shadowgraph imaging system when 
a beam splitter is set up in the light path to split light for both systems. The specifications 
of the high-speed cameras are listed in Table 3-3. 
Table 3-3 Specifications of the high-speed cameras 
Camera Sampling frequency Lens 
Vision Research TM 
Phantom v7.3 
6688 fps @ 800 × 600 pix 
190476 fps @ 32 × 32 pix 
Nikon 105 mm f/2.8 FX AF 
MICRO-NIKKOR 




























3.1.3 Measurement instruments of the optical constant volume chamber 
The spark plug is centrally located at the ceiling of the combustion chamber. A Tektronix 
6015 high voltage probe, a Pearson 411 current probe, and a PicoScope 4824 oscilloscope 
are set up to measure the electrical waveforms during the spark discharge process. The 
voltage and current probes are connected to the spark plug terminal nut. A Swagelok PTI-
S-NG5000-15AQ standard industrial pressure transducer is connected to the combustion 
chamber to measure the pressure during the combustion process.  
The Tektronix P6015A is a ground-referenced high voltage probe with 1000X attenuation. 
The input resistance is 100 MΩ and the input capacitance is 3 pF. The spark discharge 
voltage during both the breakdown and the glow and arc phases can be measured with the 
voltage probe.  
The Pearson 411 current probe is a current transformer. The rated bandwidth is 20 MHz 
and the rising time is approximately 20 ns. The bandwidth is fast enough for measuring the 
discharge current during the arc and glow phases. The measurement of the discharge 
current during the breakdown phase is less accurate. The breakdown phase occurs in a time 
duration of several nanoseconds, which is beyond the bandwidth of the current probe. 
The specifications of the Tektronix P6015A voltage probe, the Pearson 411 current probe, 
and the PicoScope 4824 oscilloscope are listed in Table 3-4. The sampling frequency for 
the current and voltage signals during the breakdown phase and the arc and glow phases is 




Table 3-4 Specifications of the current probe, voltage probe, and oscilloscope  
 Tektronix P6015A Pearson 411 PicoScope 4824 
Rated 
bandwidth 
75 MHz 20 MHz 
20 MHz 
(50 mV to 50 V range) 
10 MHz 
(10 mV to 20 mV range) 
Rise time ~4 ns ~20 ns 
17.5 ns 
(50 mV to 50 V range) 
35.0 ns 
(10 mV to 20 mV range) 
Measurement 
range 
1.5 kV- 20 kV (DC + 
peak AC), impulses up 
to 40 kV peak 
 Up to 5000 A 10 mV-50V 
Photo    
Reference [119] [120] [121] 
3.2 Controlled air flow test bench 
An air flow test bench is set up to generate controlled air flow with steady flow velocities. 
A schematic diagram of the test bench is shown in Figure 3-8. A free jet air flow is 
generated from a Dantec DynamicsTM StreamLine Pro Automatic Calibrator flow 
controller. The flow controller operates under atmospheric background with air as the 
working fluid. The input pressure can be set between 7 bar g to 9 bar abs [122]. A range of 
velocities from 0 to 60 m/s, created by a nozzle with a diameter of 12.4 mm, are used in 
this research. The spark gap is placed approximately 20 mm away from the nozzle outlet. 
The direct image of the plasma channel is captured by the Phantom V7.3 high-speed 





Figure 3-8 Experimental setup of the flow test bench 
3.3 Hardware setup of ignition systems 
Five types of ignition systems have been developed in-house and applied in this research, 
including a conventional inductive coil ignition system, a multi-coil ignition system, a 
boosted current ignition system, a high-power ignition system, and a transient high-current 
ignition system. All the ignition systems are based on a conventional inductive coil ignition 
system, albeit with hardware modifications to change the spark discharge parameters. The 
capabilities and operational range of the different ignition systems are summarized in 





























(base system for 
all other ignition 
systems) 
0.1-5 ms 
Breakdown phase: ~10 A 
Arc and glow phases: 10-150 mA 
~10 kW 
Multi-coil on demand 
Breakdown phase: ~10 A 
Arc and glow phases: 10-200 mA 
~10 kW 
High-power 
< 1 μs during the 
high-power spark 
discharge 
Breakdown phase: ~100 A 









Breakdown phase: ~10 A 
Arc and glow phases: 100–1500 A  
~10 kW 
Boosted-current  on demand 
Breakdown phase: ~10 A 
Arc and glow phases: 200-4000 mA 
~10 kW 
Note: The values are based on 1 mm spark gap size and atmospheric pressure.  
The electric circuit of a conventional inductive coil ignition system is shown in Figure 3-9. 
The charging process initiates when the IGBT in the primary circuit is switched ON. The 
primary current gradually increases in the charging process. The electric energy of charging 
is transformed to the magnetic field of the coil in this process. Then the IGBT is switched 
OFF at the end of the commanded charging duration (usually less than 5 ms). The primary 
current drops drastically to a value close to 0 amps due to the open circuit. The abrupt 
change in the primary current results in a transient inductive voltage of several hundred 
volts from the transformation of the magnetic field.  
Corresponding to the voltage increase in the primary coil, the secondary coil voltage 
increases rapidly in receiving the energy of the magnetic field. In accordance, the structural 
parasitic capacitance in parallel to the spark gap is charged. This process is normally termed 
the pre-breakdown phase. In the meantime, the spark gap voltage increases until the 
gaseous media in between the gap is electrified to become conductive (breakdown phase). 




energy stored in the structural parasitic capacitance quickly released to the spark gap, 
resulting in a current surge. The energy stored in the magnetic field is gradually released to 
the spark gap in a few milliseconds. The spark discharge current gradually decreases during 
the inductive discharge process. Concurrently, the spark discharge voltage drops rapidly 
until resumes to about a few hundred volts. 
 
Figure 3-9 Conventional inductive coil ignition system 
The breakdown event in all the systems is relying on the high voltage generated from the 
ignition coil. Once the breakdown is initiated, the advanced ignition systems function by 
changing the original spark discharge process through external hardware and control. A 
flow chart in Figure 3-10 demonstrates the spark process based on an inductive coil ignition 
system, with the high-power, boosted-current, and transient high-current spark strategies 




















Figure 3-10 Flow chart of the spark process based on an inductive coil ignition system 
Various spark plugs are also used in this study, as shown in Table 3-6. The spark plug is 
selected to meet the specific requirement of the test scenarios. For instance, the high-power 
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spark discharge. The same spark plug has been used for the same set of experiments to 
minimize the impact of electrode shape on the ignition process.  
Table 3-6 Parameters of the spark plugs  
 Spark plug A Spark plug C Spark plug D 
Photos    
Central electrode diameter 
(mm) 
2.5 0.6 0.08 
Resistance (kΩ) 0 4.5 0 
Thread diameter and pitch 
sizes  
M14 × 1.25 M14 × 1.25 M14 × 1.25 
 
3.3.1 Multi-coil ignition system 
The electric circuit of the multi-coil ignition system represented by a dual-coil 
configuration is shown in Figure 3-11. Two identical ignition coils are connected in parallel 
to the same spark plug. Two high-voltage diodes (D1 and D2) are connected in the circuit 
to avoid interference between the two coils during the charging and discharging processes.  
 
Figure 3-11 Multi-coil ignition system (represented by a dual-coil configuration) 
The multiple coils can operate in different patterns to generate different spark discharge 
current profiles. When the multiple ignition coils are operating simultaneously, a higher 
spark discharge current can readily be obtained, as shown in Figure 3-12. When the 




























with extended discharge duration can be realized, as shown in Figure 3-13. To generate a 
continuous spark discharge current profile, the time sequence should be properly arranged 
so that one coil discharges while the other coil is charging. The coil operating frequency 
can be modified by adjusting the offset duration of each coil. The first charging process is 
generally longer to ensure that enough energy is stored in the coil for the breakdown event.  
The spark discharge current level of the multi-coil ignition system can be increased by 
enhanced primary voltage or prolonged charging duration to the primary coil. Still, the 
achievable current level is generally less than 200 mA with the hardware used in this study. 
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3.3.2 High-power ignition system 
The electric circuit of a high-power ignition system is shown in Figure 3-14. The working 
principle of the high-power ignition system is demonstrated in Figure 3-15. A high-voltage 
capacitor of up to several hundred pF is added in parallel to the structural parasitic capacitor 
of the spark plug.  
 
Figure 3-14 High-power ignition system 
Under the same spark command, the breakdown event is delayed when the add-on capacitor 
is applied. A longer charging time is required by the coil to charge up the capacitor to the 
voltage threshold for the breakdown event, as shown in Figure 3-16. The added parallel 
capacitor does not affect the amplitude of the breakdown voltage. The breakdown voltage 
still depends on conditions at the spark gap, such as the properties of the gas media and the 
gap size. 
More energy is stored due to the increased parallel capacitance so that the spark discharge 
current during the breakdown phase increases, as shown in Figure 3-17. The increased 
spark discharge current is jointly provided by the coil and the capacitors during the 
breakdown event. Consequently, the peak power of the breakdown phase can be greatly 
enhanced. This process can also be considered as a method to redistribute the spark 
discharge energy along the timeline, wherein more energy is placed to the breakdown phase 
and less energy is reserved for the later arc and glow phases. A shorter spark discharge 
duration during the arc and glow phases is therefore observed because of the lower energy 






















Figure 3-15 Working principle of the high-power ignition strategy 
 
Figure 3-16 Voltage and current waveforms with increased levels of add-on parallel 
capacitors 
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Figure 3-17 Spark discharge current, voltage, and power during the breakdown phase 







Figure 3-18 Spark discharge current and voltage during the arc and glow phases with 
different levels of add-on parallel capacitors  
3.3.3 Boosted-current ignition system 
The boosted-current ignition strategy can be realized through an electric circuit 
demonstrated in Figure 3-19. The boosted-current ignition system consists of a 
conventional inductive ignition coil, coupled with a boosted-current module. The inductive 
coil generates the breakdown event. The boosted current module reserves energy to be 
released for current boosting, jointly with the continued energy release from the inductive 




The boosted-current module is composed of an isolated DC power supply, a high-voltage 
stabilizing capacitor, and a high-voltage switch (S2). The voltage of the isolated DC power 
supply is set between 400V to 2000 V. Two sets of high-voltage diodes (D1 and D2) are 
used to avoid interference between the ignition coil and the boosted-current module during 
the charging and discharging processes.  
  
Figure 3-19 Boosted current ignition system 
The working principle of the boosted-current ignition system is illustrated in Figure 3-20. 
Two command signals are required. The signal sent to switch S1 controls the spark 
discharge process from the ignition coil. The command sent to switch S2 controls the spark 
discharge process from the boosted-current module. Once the plasma channel is 
established, the boosted-current module starts to release energy to the spark gap. During 
the discharge process of the boost-current spark, the voltage of the boosted-current module 
needs to be higher than the spark gap voltage (~400 V under quiescent condition), 
otherwise, the current from the boosted-current module cannot flow to the spark gap.   
Both the timing and duration of the boosted-current spark discharge can be controlled by 
the command signal sent to S2. The amplitude of the spark discharge current can be adjusted 
by the supply voltage level of the boosted-current module and the inline resistance. The 
modulation of the spark discharge current level, discharge duration, and discharge timing 
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Figure 3-21 Modulation of the spark discharge current by the boosted-current strategy 
3.3.4 Transient high-current ignition system 
The electric circuit demonstrated in Figure 3-22 is used to generate a transient high-current 
spark. Two major systems are connected, an inductive ignition coil system and a transient 
high-current module. An energy storage capacitor is pre-charged by an external power 
supply to store a large amount of electric energy. To achieve appreciable thermal impact, 









































































in the ignition coil. The energy storage capacitor used in this study has a capacitance that 
varies from 1.5 μF up to 4.5 μF. 
A sketch diagram in Figure 3-23 demonstrates the transient high-current spark discharge 
process. The spark discharge process relies on the ignition coil to initiate the breakdown 
event. Once a plasma channel is formed, the energy storage capacitor starts to release 
energy to the spark gap. The spark discharge process of the transient high-current is finished 
within tens of microseconds. The ignition coil releases energy concurrently in this process 
and continues for a couple of milliseconds. The energy of the transient high-current spark 
includes both the energy stored in the energy storage capacitor and the energy stored in the 
ignition coil.  
Significant differences are observed in the magnitude and duration of the spark discharge 
current from the energy storage capacitor and the inductive ignition coil. In a later 
discussion, only the spark discharge current and voltage waveforms during the transient 
high-current spark discharge are shown to magnify the details of the magnitude and 
duration of the transient high-current spark discharge.  
The magnitude of the transient high-current can be controlled by either adjusting the DC 
power supply voltage or by changing the capacitance of the energy storage capacitor, as 
shown in Figure 3-24 and Figure 3-25, respectively. It is noted that although both methods 
result in higher spark discharge current and energy levels, they have different impacts on 
the spark discharge duration. The elevated DC power voltage does not change the spark 
discharge duration significantly, as illustrated in Figure 3-24. The duration for the high-
current spark discharge period is extended from 8 μs to 12 μs when the capacitance 




   
Figure 3-22 Transient high-current ignition system 
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Figure 3-24 Current and voltage waveforms of transient high-current spark (different 
voltage) 
   












































































3.4 Data analysis methods 
3.4.1 Ignition energy calculation 
The spark discharge from a conventional inductive coil ignition system is composed of two 
components, capacitive discharge and resistive discharge [123]. Due to the short duration 
of the breakdown process, the discharge energy during the breakdown phase is mainly 
contributed by the capacitive discharge [124]. The energy can be estimated from the 





2   3-1 
Where 𝐸𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 is the spark discharge energy during the breakdown phase, 𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐 is 
the structural parasitic capacitance of the spark plug, and 𝑉𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛  is the breakdown 
voltage. The values of the parasitic capacitance are measured with a Keysight Technologies 
E4990A impedance analyzer.  
The energy released during the arc and glow phases is calculated as [123]: 
𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑐/𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑤 = ∫ 𝑉(𝑡)𝐼(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
0
   3-2 
Where 𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑐/𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑤 is the spark discharge energy during the arc and glow phases, V is the 
voltage across the spark gap during the arc and glow phases at instantaneous time t, I is the 
spark discharge current during the arc and glow phases at instantaneous time t, and 
𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 is the spark discharge duration. The total spark discharge energy from an ignition 
coil is the sum of the two parts [123]: 




The energy reported in this study is the energy delivered to the spark gap. When a resistive 
spark plug is used, the spark gap voltage is acquired by subtracting the voltage reduction 
due to the spark plug's internal resistance from the voltage measured at the spark plug 
terminal nut. The spark discharge energy from the boosted current ignition strategy is also 
calculated from the above equations. 
For the high-power spark, the capacitance that is in parallel to the spark plug is increased 
due to the add-on parallel capacitor. The energy from the resistive discharge during the 
breakdown phase is comparably low due to the short discharge duration. As such, the 





2   3-4 
Where 𝐸𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 is the spark discharge energy during the breakdown phase, 𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐 is 
the parasitic capacitance from the spark plug, 𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑑−𝑜𝑛 is the add-on parallel capacitance, 
and 𝑉𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 is the breakdown voltage.  
For the transient high-current spark, the energy is composed of the energy delivered from 
the energy storage capacitor, as well as the energy delivered by the ignition coil. The two 
parts of the spark discharge energy are calculated separately. 3-1 to 3-3 are used to calculate 
the energy delivered from the ignition coil. While the energy delivered from the energy 





2  3-5 
Where 𝐸ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ−𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡  is the energy delivered from the transient high-current module, 
𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 is the capacitance of the energy storage capacitor, and 𝑉𝐷𝐶 is the voltage of the 
transient high-current module. The assumption is that the energy stored in the energy 




3.4.2 Pressure data analysis 
The pressure data is used to analyze the impact of different ignition strategies on the 
combustion process. The percentage of fuel consumption is approximated from the pressure 
curve on an effort to quantify the combustion process. The estimation method is based on 
the first law of thermodynamics under isochoric conditions, as shown in 3-6, with the 
assumption that the mixture in the chamber is an ideal gas and the heat transfer loss is 
negligible for simplicity in the estimation.   






   3-6 
Where 𝑚(𝑡) is the mass of the burnt fuel at instantaneous time t, 𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total mass 
of the burnt fuel, 𝑝(𝑡) is the pressure at instantaneous time t, 𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 is the initial pressure 
before combustion, and 𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥  is the maximum pressure inside the chamber during the 
combustion process.  
In this way, the time for reaching 5%, 50%, and 90% of the maximum pressure can be used 
to represent the time for consuming 5%, 50%, and 90% of the total fuel mass. The t5-90%MFB 
is considered as the burning duration of the combustion. The pressure trace in Figure 3-26 
is an example to demonstrate t5%MFB, t50%MFB, and t5-90%MFB. 
  















































3.4.3 Imaging processing 
The spark plasma and the combustion process both release heat and hence result in density 
changes of the background media. These changes can be perceived from the shadowgraph 
or schlieren images [126]. The projected area can be calculated from the shadowgraph 
images, as shown in Figure 3-27. The grayscale images are first converted to binary images. 
Then, the area is calculated by counting the pixels. 
The spark plasma is self-luminous. The stretch process of the plasma is captured by a direct 
imaging system. Then, the grayscale images are converted to binary images, as shown in 
Figure 3-28. The thickness of the plasma channel changes with the spark discharge current 
magnitude. Thus, the plasma image is thinned to get more accurate results of the length 
when different current levels are used. The plasma length is calculated by counting the 
pixels of the boundary of the thinned plasma profile. 
 
Figure 3-27 Image processing method for flame area calculation 
 
Figure 3-28 Image processing method for plasma length calculation 
Shadowgraph image Binary image




3.5 Experimental conditions 
The experimental conditions in this study are stipulated with reference to the in-cylinder 
conditions during the spark event. The in-cylinder pressure at the spark timing in a typical 
production engine is shown in Figure 3-29. The in-cylinder pressure at the spark timing 
increases with the engine load level under fixed engine speed. On the other hand, the spark 
timing needs to be advanced with a leaner mixture owing to the prolonged combustion 
duration [127]. Consequently, the in-cylinder pressure at the spark timing often decreases 
with an increased excess air ratio under equivalent engine load.  
 
Figure 3-29 In-cylinder pressure at the spark timing in a production engine (Adapted 
from Yu et al.[127] ) 
The suitable levels of lean-burn and dilution may be effective in engine efficiency 
improvement under partial load operating conditions, which also encounters more 
challenges during the ignition process. Therefore, by referencing these operating conditions, 
a background pressure of 2 bar abs and 4 bar abs are used for the combustion experiments 
in this research with an excess air ratio of about 1.6 in most of the experiments. Gaseous 
fuel methane (CH4) is used in the experiments.  
The flow velocity during the combustion tests varies between 0 m/s up to 35 m/s. This 































Engine speed: 1500 RPM       Compression ratio: 9.2





measurements [107,128]. Additionally, the flame propagation speed under different engine 
speed is estimated by assuming a bore diameter of 80 mm and a combustion duration of 
40°CA, as shown in Table 3-7. From this estimation, the flame propagation speed can be 
higher than 30 m/s under an engine speed of over 5000 RPM. The study on the spark 
discharge characteristics under gas flow conditions is thus carried out with a wider range 
of flow velocities varying from 0 to 60 m/s, considering the possible velocity range for 
engine running at higher engine speeds. 
Table 3-7 Estimation of flame propagation speed at different engine speed  
Engine 
speed (rpm) 
Time per 1° CA 
(ms) 
Combustion duration 
@ 40°CA (ms) 
Flame propagation 
speed (m/s) 
600 0.28 11.1 3.6 
1500 0.11 4.44 9 
5000 0.03 1.33 30 
10000 0.011 0.44 60 




The experimental conditions are summarized in Table 3-8 
Table 3-8 Summary of experimental conditions 
Background 
media 









CH4-air  Conventional  2  0  4.1 Impact of spark energy and arc and glow 
phases current profiles  
CH4-air High-power 2 0  4.2 Impact of breakdown power  
CH4-air  Transient high-current 2  0  4.3 Impact of peak current and spark energy  
air Conventional 1  0, 20 5.1 Characteristics of spark in gas flow field 
air Conventional 1  0-60  5.2 Impact of gas flow velocity on spark 
N2 Conventional 6, 11, 15  40  5.3 Impact of background pressure on spark 
air Conventional 1  0-60  5.4 Impact of spark gap size on spark  




current, Dual-coil offset 
1  0-60  5.5 Impact of gas flow on spark discharge 
strategies 
CH4-air Conventional 4  0, 5, 15, 25 ,35 6.1 Impact of gas motion on spark ignition 
CH4-air High-power 4  0, 5, 10, 25  6.2 Impact of breakdown power on spark ignition 
CH4-air Transient high-current, 
conventional 










CHAPTER 4 FLAME KERNEL INITIATION WITH DIFFERENT IGNITION 
STRATEGIES UNDER QUIESCENT CONDITIONS 
The ignition and flame kernel formation under quiescent conditions are discussed as a 
baseline for the evaluation of different ignition strategies. Started with the conventional 
spark discharge, the impact of spark discharge current level, duration, and profile during 
the arc and glow phases on the ignition is analyzed. Then the performance of the spark 
discharge with enhanced breakdown power is investigated. The last section reports the 
results with the transient high-current spark. 
4.1 Effects of spark discharge current profiles on the ignition process 
4.1.1 Spark generated by a conventional inductive coil system 
The spark discharge energy from a conventional inductive coil ignition system can be 
adjusted by varying the charging duration of the primary coil when the same hardware 
configuration is applied. The waveforms in Figure 4-1 demonstrate the change in the spark 
discharge current and voltage profiles when different charging durations are commanded 
to the same ignition coil. Enhanced spark discharge energy, elevated peak spark discharge 
current, and prolonged spark discharge duration can be achieved by a longer charging 
duration, provided that the coil is not saturated. The corresponding ignition performance 
can be seen from the shadowgraph images from selected combustion tests, as shown in 
Figure 4-2. The images are recorded within 1.6 ms after the breakdown event. A misfired 
case is observed when the spark discharge energy is lowered to1.4 mJ. The mixture is 
successfully ignited when the spark discharge energy is increased to 9 mJ. No significant 
improvements are observed in flame propagation when the spark discharge energy is 
further increased from 9 mJ to 45 mJ.  
The flame kernel is initiated at the spark gap as can be seen from the shadowgraph images. 
The flame kernel grows, as the flame front propagates outwards. The region near the spark 




spark discharge duration, though the spark discharge process continues, the energy is 
discharged in the already burnt zone as the flame front propagates out of the spark gap 
vicinity. Therefore, under such quiescent conditions, the extra energy supplied through a 
longer spark discharge duration has minimal impact on flame propagation. 
  




















































Figure 4-2 Effect of spark discharge energy on flame kernel formation 
under quiescent conditions 
The impact of the low to conventional spark discharge energy levels on the combustion at 
different excess air ratios can be seen in Figure 4-3. The results are the averaged value from 
10 repeated tests under each condition. The standard deviations of the test results are shown 
as error bars in the figure. With the stoichiometric mixture, neither the early flame 
propagation (t5%MFB) nor the combustion duration (t5-90%MFB) is significantly affected by the 
spark discharge energy, which is consistent with the observations from the shadowgraph 
images in Figure 4-2. A similar trend can be observed when the mixture strength is reduced 
to λ=1.4. The 9 mJ spark discharge energy is adequate to ignite the mixture under these 
conditions. Hence, further increases in spark discharge energy do not show noteworthy 
benefit to combustion. When the excess air ratio is further increased to λ=1.8, the t5-90%MFB 




0.1 ms 0.5 ms 1.6 ms1.1 ms
Background pressure: 2 bar abs Media: CH4-air, λ=1.0 Spark gap size: 0.86 mm 




trend with further increase in the spark energy. The response to the changes in spark energy 
increase is less than 15% in t5%MFB and less than 8% in t5-90%MFB under such experiments. 
  
Figure 4-3 Effects of different spark discharge energy on combustion  
4.1.2 Spark generated by a multi-coil simultaneous discharge 
In the previous comparison, both the spark discharge current profiles and the spark 
discharge energy during the arc and glow phases are changed due to the different charging 
duration to the primary coil. The following experiments are carried out to investigate the 
impact of spark discharge profiles solely on the combustion process. In this comparison, 
the spark discharge energy is maintained at about 17 mJ while the spark discharge current 
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These spark discharge waveforms are realized by the multi-coil simultaneous ignition 
strategy. A shorter charging duration of the multiple coil packs can achieve the same energy 
level as a single-coil pack with a longer charging duration. However, the multiple coil packs 
have quicker current discharging rates than a single-coil pack.  
  
Figure 4-4 Spark discharge current and voltage waveforms from multi-coil 
simultaneous discharge  
The combustion characteristics are analyzed from the pressure data and the results are 
shown in Figure 4-5. Negligible differences are observed in both the early stage of 






















1 coil 4 ms charging
3 coil 1.3 ms charging
2 coil 1.6 ms charging





















Background pressure: 2 bar abs
Background temperature: 298 K
Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6
1 coil 4 ms charging
3 coil 1.3 ms charging





Figure 4-5 Effects of the spark discharge current profiles on combustion with a 
similar spark discharge energy level 
4.1.3 Spark generated by multi-coil offset discharge 
One more step is taken to further investigate the impact of the spark discharge current level 
on combustion. A stable spark discharge current with varying discharge duration during the 
arc and glow phases is realized by the multi-coil offset ignition strategy. Two coil packs 
are connected in parallel to the spark plug. To generate continuous discharge current and 
voltage profiles, the two coils are charging and discharging alternately. The command 
signals for the two coils are shown in Figure 4-6. The duration of the spark discharge is 
adjusted by controlling the number of repeated charging and discharging processes in each 
of the coils. The spark discharge current magnitude is controlled by changing the voltage 













1 coils 4 ms
2 coils 1.6 ms
3 coils 1.3 ms
Background pressure: 2 bar abs
Background temperature: 298 K
Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6






Figure 4-6 Command signal for the dual-coil offset spark 
The obtained spark discharge current profiles are shown in Figure 4-7. Among the three 
sets of spark discharge strategies, two of them have similar average spark discharge current 
levels (20 mA) while different spark discharge durations. The other two have similar spark 
discharge durations (8 ms) while different spark discharge current levels. The combustion 
results using the three spark strategies are compared in Figure 4-8. No evident 
discrepancies are observed among the three spark discharge strategies in t5%MFB, t50%MFB, 
and t5-90%MFB under the tested conditions with 2 bar background pressure and methane-air 





(1) Offset: 0.3 ms
(2) First charging: 1.5 ms
(3) First discharging: 0.3 ms
(4) Repeated charging: 0.3 ms
(5) Repeated discharging: 0.3 ms
(2) (4) (4) (4) 
(5) (5) 
(2) (4) (4) (4) 





Coil #1 Coil #2
• The discharge duration is adjusted by changing the number of repeated pulses 
from each coil.






Figure 4-7 Continuous spark discharge current profiles 
  
Figure 4-8 Effects of spark discharge current profiles on combustion  
In summary of the experimental results, the changes in spark discharge current profile, 
discharge current level, discharge duration, and discharge energy have an insignificant 
impact on the combustion process, so long as the ignition energy is sufficient to ignite the 
mixture. However, it should be noted that the experiments in this section only involve the 
changes in spark discharge during the arc and glow phases, which is different from the 
change in spark discharge during the breakdown phase. The enhanced spark discharge 
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4.2 Effects of breakdown power on the ignition process 
The high-power ignition system shown in Figure 3-14 is applied to generate a spark 
discharge with enhanced breakdown power. Three capacitance levels (0 pF, 100 pF, and 
200 pF) are deployed to enhance the peak spark discharge power. The current and voltage 
waveforms during the pre-breakdown and breakdown phases can be seen in Figure 4-9. 
 
Figure 4-9 Voltage and current waveforms with increased levels of add-on parallel 
capacitors 
It is preferred to report the values of the peak power that can be achieved when different 
parallel capacitance is added. However, as mentioned in section 3.1, it is difficult to have 
accurate measurements of the spark discharge current during the breakdown phase that 
appears to occur in the nanoseconds time scale with the Pearson 411 current probe. For this 
reason, the values of the energy discharged during the breakdown phase with different 
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4.2.1 High-power spark with air as background media 
The experiments have been carried out with air under different background pressures to 
demonstrate the impact of pressure on the spark energy distribution to the different 
discharge phases. The background temperature remained constant at room temperature. 
The spark discharge current and voltage waveforms during the breakdown phase are shown 
in Figure 4-10. The spark discharge current values noted in Figure 4-10 are the 
measurement results from the Pearson 411 current probe. Although the magnitude of the 
current may not be accurately measured, it is still valuable to show the trend of increased 
spark discharge current with higher background pressure. The increased background 
pressure results in a higher density of the gas between the spark gap. Consequently, it takes 
a longer time to electrify the gas media. The spark discharge voltage keeps increasing by 
receiving the energy from the magnetic field generated from the current collapse of the 
primary coil until the breakdown event is initiated. An amount of energy is stored in the 
parallel capacitor during this process before breakdown. Once a conductive channel is 
formed, the energy stored in the parallel capacitor is released to the electric circuit that is 
completed by the spark gap. Higher energy storage in the parallel capacitor results in a 




   
Figure 4-10 Effects of background pressure on the breakdown voltage and current  
The spark energy discharged during the breakdown phase increases with the background 
pressure, due to the higher spark breakdown voltage with the elevated background pressure. 
The trend is more obvious with higher parallel capacitance, as shown in Figure 4-11. The 
energy value of 80 mJ as noted in the figure is the total spark discharge energy calculated 
using 3-3. The spark energy during the breakdown phase accounts for over 90% of the total 
spark energy when the background pressure increases to 7 bar and the parallel capacitance 
reaches 500 pF. Further increase in the background pressure or the parallel capacitance 
results in conditions with no breakdown event because the total spark energy is insufficient 




spark discharge energy and the add-on parallel capacitance should be taken into 
consideration to ensure a successful spark discharge when the high-power spark ignition 
strategy is applied.  
   
Figure 4-11 Effects of add-on parallel capacitance and background pressure on the 
breakdown energy  
The impact of enhanced breakdown power is demonstrated in Figure 4-12. High-speed 
shadowgraph images are used to capture the density change induced by the hot spark 
plasma between a pair of opposite needle electrodes. Air is used as the background media 
in the experiment. A reference case of the conventional spark without added parallel 
capacitance is shown in the first row. Some distinct features of the high-power spark 
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Wrinkles in the density field near the spark gap are observed right after the breakdown 
event in all three cases. The wrinkles are caused by the abruptly increased temperature and 
pressure in the plasma channel during the breakdown phase. A temperature of about 
60000 K and a pressure of over 200 bar could be achieved after the breakdown, as 
suggested by Maly et al. [10]. The rapid increase in pressure results in shock waves that 
generate turbulence. This phenomenon has been reported by previous researchers as 
“electric puff” [129].  
Though turbulent areas are observed in all the cases, the size of the turbulent area is 
different in the three cases. The turbulent area is larger with higher parallel capacitance. 
The turbulence is mainly caused by the pressure wave during the breakdown phase. The 
high-power spark discharge produces a more powerful pressure wave owing to the higher 
breakdown energy. Therefore, the turbulent area is larger. On the contrary, for the 
conventional spark, most of the spark discharge energy is released during the arc and glow 
phases, resulting in thermal expansion from the spark gap without significant turbulence 
generation. Both the enhanced turbulence and the enlarged high-temperature area from the 
high-power spark may be beneficial for the flame kernel formation, as both can enlarge the 
surface area of the flame front. 
The lifespan of the high-temperature area is longer than the spark discharge duration from 
the shadowgraph images. For instance, the electrically prompted turbulence continues for 
over 2 ms after the breakdown, though the spark discharge process finishes at 0.4 ms in the 
case of a 200 pF add-on capacitor. Whereas in the conventional spark, the high temperature 
persists for over 4 ms after the end of the spark discharge. The long-lasting high-
temperature area is, however, trivial to the ignition, as the flame front propagates out of the 
spark gap, leaving the high-temperature gas in the burnt zone. For this reason, to better 
utilize the energy from the spark plasma, it is better to release the energy earlier to generate 
a larger initial flame kernel than reserve the energy to a later time when the flame front 
propagates away from the spark gap. The high-power spark should have better ignition 





Figure 4-12 Shadowgraph images of the thermal-induced density field by high-power 
spark in air under quiescent conditions 
4.2.2 Impact of high-power spark on ignition of lean mixtures 
The following combustion test results have verified the anticipated effects of the 
high-power spark discharge. As shown by the shadowgraph images in Figure 4-13, there 
are more wrinkles in the flame kernel. The development of the flame is faster with the 






capacitance 0.1 ms 0.6 ms 1.1 ms 1.6 ms 2.1 ms 6.7 ms
Media: air     Background pressure: 4 bar abs
Spark gap size: 0.86 mm     Central electrode diameter: 0.08 mm 
Total spark discharge energy: ~50 mJ Background temperature: 298 K






Turbulence generated by the pressure wave during the breakdown phase





Figure 4-13 Effects of high-power spark on flame kernel growth of lean mixture 
under quiescent conditions  
More tests are carried out to investigate the performance of the high-power spark under 
quiescent conditions. In the first set of tests, methane-air mixtures with excess air ratios 
ranging from λ=1 to λ=1.8 are used to investigate the effectiveness of the high-power spark 
with changing mixture reactivities. The results of t5%MFB, t50%MFB, and t5-90%MFB are 
summarized in Figure 4-14.  
The difference in the performance of the conventional spark and the high-power spark is 
more obvious when the mixture gets leaner, as shown in Figure 4-14. Negligible differences 
in the combustion process are observed when using the conventional spark and the high-
power spark with the excess air ratio changing from 1 to 1.4. With a leaner mixture (λ=1.6 
and λ=1.8), it is advantageous to use the high-power spark, especially for the initial stage 
of the combustion. t5%MFB decreases by 50% when using the high-power spark with an 
Media: CH4-air, λ: 1.6    Background pressure: 4 bar abs
Spark gap size: 0.86 mm                          Central electrode diameter: 2.5 mm     
Total spark discharge energy: ~50 mJ Background temperature: 298 K











excess air ratio of 1.8. t50%MFB and t5-90%MFB are also shorter, though the difference is less 
significant as compared with the reduction in t5%MFB.  
    
Figure 4-14 Effects of high-power spark on the combustion of lean mixtures under 
quiescent conditions 
4.2.3 Impact of high-power spark on ignition of diluted mixtures  
The second set of tests are performed with a CO2 diluted stochiometric methane-air mixture. 
Three different spark discharge energy levels, 10 mJ, 50 mJ, and 100 mJ, are used in these 
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with the high-power spark ignition strategy. The results are illustrated in Figure 4-15. There 
is no significant benefit of using an add-on parallel capacitor when the spark discharge 
energy is as low as 10 mJ. Even some negative effects are observed when a higher 
capacitance is used with 10 mJ spark discharge energy. For example, when adding a 200 pF 
parallel capacitor, misfires are observed as the spark energy is insufficient to generate a 
breakdown event. However, when the spark discharge energy is higher, there is substantial 
improvement in the early stage of combustion by using the high-power spark, as can be 
seen from the smaller value of t5%MFB. The trend is that greater improvement in t5%MFB can 
be achieved with higher parallel capacitance. t50%MFB also gets shorter, yet the improvement 
is not as significant as in the early stage.  
The impact of parallel capacitance and spark discharge energy level on the combustion 
duration (t5-90%MFB) is not significant in all cases. When the spark discharge energy is further 
increased to 100 mJ, there is no obvious improvement in the combustion as compared with 
the cases when 50 mJ spark discharge energy is used. It is thus suggested that a sufficient 
spark discharge energy level is required for the high-power ignition strategy to be effective. 
However, once the spark energy exceeds the requirement, further increasing the spark 





    
Figure 4-15 Effects of high-power spark on the combustion of CO2 diluted mixtures 
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4.3 Effects of transient high-current on the ignition process 
The performance of the transient high-current ignition strategy is analyzed in this section. 
The voltage and current waveforms during the transient high-current spark discharge are 
shown in Figure 4-16. The energy delivered from the energy storage capacitor is marked in 
the figure. The energy released from the ignition coil in the three cases is about 30 mJ. 
 
Figure 4-16 Current and voltage waveforms of transient high-current spark  
4.3.1 Transient high-current spark with air as background media 
The transient high current can result in substantial thermal impact in the spark gap. 
Shadowgraph images in Figure 4-17 demonstrate the thermal expansion of the hot plasma 
in air. Comparisons are made between a conventional spark and a transient high-current 
spark with different spark discharge energy levels. A greater high-temperature area is 
observed when more energy is stored in the energy storage capacitor through a higher 
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Figure 4-17 Shadowgraph images of the thermal-induced density field by transient 
high-current spark in air under quiescent conditions  
4.3.2 Impact of transient high-current spark on ignition of lean mixture  
The enlarged high-temperature area is beneficial for the flame kernel formation, which can 
be seen from the shadowgraph images of the flame in Figure 4-18. The corresponding flame 
areas calculated from the images are shown in Figure 4-19. A lean methane-air mixture 
with an excess air ratio of 1.6 is used in this experiment. The positive impact of the transient 
high current on the flame kernel formation is observed as early as the spark is initiated. 
Accelerated flame propagation is achieved due to the transient high-current spark, as can 
0.1 ms 1.0 ms 1.9 ms 2.8 ms 3.7 ms
Time after breakdown
Media: air     Background pressure: 4 bar abs   Background temperature: 298 K
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be seen from the significantly larger flame area throughout the time duration when the 
flame is visible from the optical window. 
 
Figure 4-18 Effect of transient high-current spark on the flame kernel growth of lean 
mixture under quiescent conditions 
Media: CH4-air, λ: 1.6         Background temperature: 298 K        Spark gap size: 0.86 mm   
Background pressure: 4 bar abs     Central electrode diameter: 2.5 mm
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Figure 4-19 Flame areas with transient high-current spark discharge under quiescent 
conditions 
The impact of the transient high current spark on the later stage of combustion can be 
observed from the results of the pressure measurement. The values of t5%MFB, t50%MFB, and 
t5-90%MFB from the combustion of stoichiometric to lean mixtures are compared in 
Figure 4-20. Consistently faster combustion is observed throughout the tested range of the 
excess air ratios by using the transient high current spark discharge, especially with higher 





















Background media: CH4-air, λ: 1.6    
Background pressure: 4 bar abs 





Figure 4-20 Effects of transient high-current spark on the combustion of lean mixtures 
under quiescent conditions 
4.3.3 Impact of transient high-current spark on ignition of diluted mixtures  
The values of t5%MFB, t50%MFB, and t5-90%MFB from the combustion of CO2 diluted mixtures 
are shown in Figure 4-21. The combustion initiated from a transient high-current spark is 
faster as compared with that generated by a conventional spark. The improvement is more 
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Figure 4-21 Effects of transient high-current spark on combustion of CO2 diluted 
mixtures under quiescent conditions 
4.4  Chapter summary  
In summary of the experimental results, the initial flame kernel size is critical for the 
ignition under quiescent conditions. A faster combustion process can be achieved from a 
larger initial flame kernel. The spark discharge power is an important parameter to improve 
the initial flame kernel size under quiescent conditions. A summary of the spark discharge 
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impact of ignition strategies on the early flame development in lean mixtures is compared 
in the bar chart. The high-power spark features higher peak spark discharge power than that 
of the conventional spark. The greater spark discharge power leads to an intense energy 
release in a short duration. The intense energy release results in a larger high-temperature 
area, consequently a bigger initial flame kernel. If the spark discharge energy is released in 
the form of lower power and longer duration, as in the case of the long-duration spark, it 
would have a minor impact on the flame kernel initiation. 
From an effective ignition point of view, the high-power spark discharge is the most 
efficient strategy, as it consumes similar spark discharge energy to the conventional spark 
but improves the early combustion speed by 50%. Though the high transient discharge 
current is also effective in enhancing the flame propagation, the energy consumption of the 
transient high-current spark is much higher than that of a conventional spark.  
  



















Background pressure: 2 bar abs
Media: CH4-air, λ =1.8
Conventional Long-duration High-power High transient-current
Spark energy 40 mJ 150 mJ 40 mJ 540 mJ
Peak Power ~10 kW~10 kW ~100 kW ~10 kW








CHAPTER 5 IMPACT OF AIR FLOW ON SPARK DISCHARGE PROCESS 
The study of spark discharge processes under air flow conditions is presented in this 
chapter. The air motion not only affects the flame propagation and heat transfer during 
combustion but also changes the plasma shape and subsequently the energy transfer from 
the spark plasma to the combustible gaseous mixtures. As shown in Figure 5-1, the plasma 
channel is stretched away from the crossing line of the spark gap by the mixture flow. As 
a result, the plasma channel is elongated, and the location of the ignition is changed. These 
changes in the initial ignition process may significantly affect the initial stages of flame 
propagation and combustion. Therefore, it is important to investigate the plasma and air 
flow interactions.  
   
Figure 5-1 Comparison of spark plasma and flame kernel formation under quiescent 
and air flow conditions 
Air is used as the background media in the experiments reported in this chapter. It is simpler 
and safer with background air to carry out the experiments under a broad range of velocities 
and background pressures. In combustible mixtures, air is also the major component in the 
mixture, especially under lean conditions. Thus, it is reasonable to use air as an 
approximation in the experiments. 
The first section of this chapter is on the basic behaviors of the spark discharge under air 
flow conditions. The effects of air flow velocity, background pressure, spark gap size, and 
spark current level on the spark discharge under air flow conditions are reported in the 
ls
s: spark gap size




subsequent sections. Multiple types of ignition strategies are configured in this research. 
The impact of air flow on the performance of the different ignition strategies is also reported.  
5.1 Characteristics of the spark discharge under air flow conditions 
The characteristics of the spark plasma and the spark discharge parameters under gas air 
flow conditions are discussed in this section. The experiments are carried out with the 
controlled air flow bench under ambient background pressure and temperature.  
5.1.1 Pre-breakdown and breakdown phases 
Extensive experiments indicate that the formation of the plasma, which occurs during the 
breakdown phase, is not affected significantly by the air flow, as shown in Figure 5-2 and 
Figure 5-3. The breakdown voltage shows considerable variations, yet no apparent trend is 
observed on the variations of the breakdown voltage as the air flow velocity increases. The 
measurable breakdown event happens within several nanoseconds, while the air flow 
velocity ranges in tens of meters per second. Thus, the corresponding displacement of the 
gas within the spark gap is in the order of nanometers when the breakdown event happens, 
which appears to have very little impact on the onset of the spark plasma channel. For this 
reason, the discussions about the impact of the air flow on the spark discharge will be 





Figure 5-2 Spark discharge waveforms during the breakdown phase under various air 
flow conditions 
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5.1.2 Arc and glow phases 
The plasma during the arc and glow phases is subject to a greater impact of the air flow. 
The conductive particles generated during the spark discharge process are blown away from 
the spark gap by the air flow stream. Meanwhile, the two electrodes act as emitters and 
receivers of the plasma channel, appearing like anchors to form a closed electric circuit. 
Consequently, under a cross-flow, a U-shape stretched plasma channel can be observed 
visually, as shown in Figure 5-4.  
The stretch results in an extensively prolonged plasma channel. The resistance of the 
plasma channel often increases due to the longer plasma length, which incurs a higher spark 
discharge voltage across the spark gap. As the length of the plasma keeps increasing under 
the effect of air flow, the voltage across the spark gap may keep increasing towards the coil 
potential voltage. During this process, the plasma may short circuit stochastically at some 
locations where the electric potential is adequately high to generate a new shorter electric 
path. The shorter plasma often has lower resistance and consequently results in a resurge 
in the spark discharge current and a drop in the spark discharge voltage. This phenomenon 
is termed a “short circuit” by some researchers [12,130,131]. The plasma stretch and short 
circuit can repeat several times during the spark discharge process, if the discharging 





Figure 5-4 Plasma channel structure and electric waveforms of the spark discharge 
process  
Towards the end of the spark discharge, the concentration of ions and electrons in the 
plasma channel reduces as the discharge energy depletes gradually. In the late stage of 
energy release, the plasma channel cannot be maintained, as shown in the flicking image 
suggests at 1.024 ms, in which the plasma channel disappears and restrikes, resulting in 


































































Flow velocity: 20 m/s    Background media: air Background temperature: 298 K































































































































However, the ignition coil is not completely discharged in the tail. The energy remaining 
in the ignition coil could be charged to the structural parasitic capacitance of the spark plug. 
Meanwhile, the voltage across the spark gap may increase again until the gas in the vicinity 
of the spark gap is ionized to form a new plasma channel. The process of restrike is similar 
to a breakdown event. A surge in the spark discharge current is observed once the new 
channel is formed, as shown in Figure 5-4. The newly formed plasma will take the path 
wherever the lowest electric potential is required for the electrons and ions to flow through.  
According to the image taken at 1.04 ms in Figure 5-4, the plasma may have followed the 
same path as the previous plasma channel instead of the shortest path across the spark gap, 
probably due to the existence of some residual electrons and ions from the previous plasma 
channel so that the resistance of the path is low as compared with other locations. The new 
plasma channel exists for a very short time duration due to the insufficient energy supply. 
The phenomenon is different from the previous “short circuit” where the current never 
drops to zero. It is termed as the “restrike” phenomenon [12,130,131].   
5.1.3 Waveform analyses 
More detailed waveforms of short circuits and restrikes are shown in Figure 5-5. When a 
short circuit happens, the spark discharge current increases, and the voltage decreases, due 
to the reduced plasma resistance. When a restrike happens, the spark discharge current 
initially drops. The drop in the spark discharge current can either be attributed to reduced 
spark discharge current with the depletion of coil energy or loss of the ions and electrons 
in the air flow as reported by Sayama et al. [12]. They reported restrike phenomena due to 
the excessive diffusion loss of electrons in the air flow stream, where restrikes were 
observed at higher current levels. In this study, most of the restrike phenomena have been 
observed at a lower current level towards the end of the spark discharge. The voltage 
increases during the restrike, which eventually generates a new plasma channel, resulting 





Figure 5-5 Spark discharge current and voltage during short circuit and restrike  
The primary impact of the flicking in a short circuit or a restrike event on the ignition 
process is that the exact locations of the plasma heating and electrification are disrupted. 
Both phenomena result in the formation of a new path for the plasma. One of the differences 
between a short circuit and a restrike is that the spark discharge is continuous in the short 
circuit while the spark discharge is disrupted by the restrike. A new channel can be formed 
after a restrike if sufficient energy is available from the ignition coil. Generally, short circuit 
events are more frequently observed under this experimental setup. In this research, these 
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Flow velocity: 20 m/s                      Background media: air  
Spark gap size: 1 mm                      Central electrode diameter: 0.6 mm    




5.1.4 Detection of short circuit and restrike 
The spark discharge current and voltage waveforms can be used to detect the occurrence of 
short circuits and restrikes. As shown in Figure 5-6, the spark discharge voltage profile 
shows a more distinctive response to the air flow effects as compared with the spark 
discharge current profile. Additionally, the spark discharge current profiles are more 
sensitive to the influence of electric fluctuations, as can be seen from the oscillations of 
current waveforms in the first 0.1 ms after the breakdown. From the frequency of repetitive 
oscillations, the fluctuations are likely resulted from the capacitive discharge after the 
breakdown, whereas not generated from short circuits and restrikes. These spikes in the 
spark discharge current are not equally reflected in the spark discharge voltage. Hence, the 
voltage waveforms can be analyzed to detect short circuits and restrikes.  
To define a short circuit or restrike event, first, the average spark gap voltage during the 
spark discharge is calculated. For this experimental cases, a short circuit or restrike is 
counted when the voltage change rate is greater than 0.05 kV/μs. The threshold value is 
stipulated to ensure most of the significant plasma short circuit and restrike events can be 
considered.  
The average short circuit and restrike frequency is defined in 5-1.  





Where 𝑁  is the number of short circuit and restrike during the spark discharge, and 
𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 is the discharge duration.  
The timing interval from breakdown to the first short circuit or restrike event, termed as the 
first plasma holding period, as well as the spark discharge current and voltage at the first 






Figure 5-6 Detection of the plasma short circuit and restrike from the spark discharge 
voltage profile  
5.1.5 Electric parameters affected by air flow 
In addition to the short circuit and restrike phenomena, the spark discharge parameters are 
also altered due to the air flow. Comparisons of spark discharge current, voltage, spark 
plasma resistance, and discharge energy under a flow and a quiescent conditions are 
demonstrated in Figure 5-7. The spark in the two cases is generated by the discharge from 
a conventional inductive ignition coil with the same charging parameters. The differences 
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Figure 5-7 Spark discharge waveforms under quiescent and air flow conditions 
The resistance of the plasma channel increases as the plasma is stretched longer by the air 
flow stream. The increased plasma resistance results in faster depletion of the energy stored 
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In this specific case, the spark discharge duration reduces from 1.7 ms under the quiescent 
condition to 1.0 ms when the spark discharge encounters an air flow velocity of 20 m/s. 
The energy is released at a faster rate, as can be seen from the larger increasing slope of the 
spark discharge energy profile under 20 m/s air flow. Moreover, the total spark discharge 
energy is increased, from 15 mJ under the quiescent condition to 17 mJ with 20 m/s flow. 
The spark discharge voltage increases under air flow conditions, whereas the spark 
discharge current level drops slightly under the air flow conditions. 
The electric parameters in the secondary circuit of a conventional inductive ignition system 
are analyzed to assist the understanding of the impact of plasma stretch on the spark 
discharge parameters, as depicted in Figure 5-8. The plasma stretching results in increased 
plasma resistance. The higher resistance of the stretched plasma contributes to the higher 
total resistance of the secondary ignition circuit. The time constant reduces with the 
increased resistance, as shown in 5-2 [132]. Accordingly, the spark discharge current at the 






𝐼(𝑡) = (2 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙⁄ )
0.5𝑒−𝑡 𝜏(𝑡)⁄  5-3 
Where 𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙  is the inductance of the secondary coil, 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙  is the energy stored in the 
secondary coil, 𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  is the total resistance of the secondary circuit, 𝜏 is the inductive 
discharge time constant, 𝐼 is the secondary discharge current. 
The voltage across the spark gap generally increases with the increased plasma resistance, 
despite the decrease in the spark discharge current. Considering all the impacts, the spark 





Figure 5-8 Impact of plasma resistance on the spark discharge parameters 
5.1.6 Section summary 
In summary, multiple effects of the air flow can be observed on the spark discharge process. 
The air flow stretches the plasma, extends its length, which causes higher spark discharge 
voltage, shorter discharge duration, and a change in the discharge energy. All these factors 
may affect the ignition ability of the spark.  
In the case of combustible gaseous mixture, a shorter spark discharge duration may impair 
the ignition ability, as the time window for the energy transfer to the combustible gas 
becomes narrower. The extended plasma length may be beneficial for the ignition, as the 
ignition volume may increase due to the larger contact area between the hot plasma and the 
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Spark energy during the arc and glow phases is 
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Increased gap voltage due to the more significant 
impact of the increase in plasma resistance than 
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electrodes may also result in a positive impact on the ignition, as the heat loss to the 
electrodes decreases. 
The plasma length, spark discharge duration, and discharge energy are the main influential 
factors in the ignition process. Therefore, these parameters are further analyzed under 
varied air flow conditions. The short circuit and restrike phenomena are other important 
factors for ignition because they interrupt the energy transfer from plasma to a combustible 
gas. These phenomena will also be reported under various background conditions. 
5.2 Effects of the magnitude of air flow velocity on spark discharge  
In this section, a more detailed analysis is given on the impact of varied air flow velocities 
on the spark discharge characteristics during the arc and glow phases. The air flow test 
bench is used in the experiments, with a range of cross-flow velocities from 0 m/s to 60 
m/s under ambient pressure and temperature.  
Since the major purpose is to study the impact of air flow velocity on the plasma stretch, it 
is better to minimize the effects of the electrode shape on the plasma. For this reason, a pair 
of thin needles, with a needle diameter of 0.08 mm and gap size of 0.86 mm are used to 
form a spark gap. The details of the needle spark plug can be found as spark plug D in 
Table 3-6. 
The spark discharge current and voltage waveforms provided in Figure 5-9 demonstrate the 
original spark discharge current and voltage profiles under quiescent conditions. The spark 
is generated from a conventional inductive coil system with a charging duration of 3 ms. 
The spark discharge energy, duration, and peak current under quiescent conditions are 
listed in Figure 5-9 as well. Then tests are carried out under various air flow velocities 






Figure 5-9 Spark discharge current and voltage waveforms (quiescent conditions)  
The stretching of plasma in the flow field is recorded using the direct imaging system. The 
length of the plasma is calculated following the procedure introduced in section 3.4.3. The 
two ends of the plasma are attached to the two electrodes, while the central part of the 
plasma is stretched by the air flow. The stretch process generates a U-shape plasma channel, 
with the length increasing from both arms of the plasma. Half of the increased length is 






Where ∆𝑙 is the increased plasma length in one stretch and ∆𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ is the time duration for 
the stretching process. Repeated stretches and short circuits can happen during the spark 
discharge so that multiple values of stretching rate can be calculated during one spark event. 
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A demonstration case under 10 m/s air flow is shown in Figure 5-10. Four major plasma 
stretching process are observed in this case, the corresponding stretching rates in each 
process are listed in Figure 5-10 as well. In this example, repeated plasma stretching 
processes are observed during the discharge process. The maximum length that can be 
reached by each stretch decreases progressively whereas the restrike frequency increases, 
due to the decreasing spark discharge current. Overall, the calculated stretching rates agree 
with the setting velocity of 10 m/s. The first stretch process is used to represent the impact 
of flow velocity on the plasma stretching in the following analysis since the repeated 
stretches generally follow a similar pattern.  
   
Figure 5-10 Plasma stretch by the air flow  
The spark discharge current and voltage waveforms, along with the plasma length under 
air flow velocities of 10 m/s, 20 m/s, and 50 m/s are plotted in Figure 5-11. A slight drop 
in spark discharge current is observed with the increased air flow velocity. More significant 
changes are observed in the plasma length and the spark discharge voltage waveforms. The 




plasma stretching rate changes with the air flow velocity, the maximum length of the 
stretched plasma is less affected by the air flow velocity. The maximum plasma length with 
10 m/s air flow is merely slightly shorter as compared with the 20 m/s and 50 m/s cases.    
  
Figure 5-11 Spark discharge current, voltage, and plasma length under different 
cross-flow velocities 
5.2.1 Plasma stretching rate and maximum plasma length 
For benchmarking, the setting of air flow velocity across the spark gap varies between 0 to 
50 m/s. The plasma stretching rates under different air flow velocities are summarized in 
Figure 5-12. Each value shown in the figure is the averaged result from 6 repeated tests 
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is calculated from the first stretch in the spark discharge process. The stretching rate is 
about 10-20% slower than the air flow velocity under the test conditions. 
The averaged values of maximum plasma length under different air flow velocities are 
illustrated in Figure 5-13. The averaged value of maximum plasma length increases from 
12.2 mm to 14.1 mm when the air flow velocity increases from 10 m/s to 20 m/s. When the 
air flow velocity further increases from 20 m/s to 50 m/s, the maximum plasma length does 
not have a significant change, remaining at approximately 14 mm.  
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Figure 5-13 Maximum plasma length under different cross-flow velocities  
5.2.2 Spark discharge energy and duration 
The impact of air flow velocities on the spark discharge energy and duration is shown in 
Figure 5-14. The spark discharge energy increases, while the discharge duration decreases 
with the increased air flow velocity. These values are averaged results from 30 repeated 
tests. The standard deviations are shown as error bars in the figure. The standard deviation 
is generally less than 5% with respect to the mean value.   
The gain in spark discharge energy is most significant when the air flow velocity increases 
from 0 m/s to 20 m/s, with an increase of 14%. Negligible changes are observed in spark 
discharge energy when the velocity further increases from 20 m/s to 60 m/s. The spark 
discharge duration reduces drastically to about 50% of the original value when the air flow 
velocity increases from 0 m/s to 10 m/s. Further increasing the air flow velocity from 10 
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Figure 5-14 Effects of air flow velocity on the spark discharge energy and duration 
Several data points are selected from the experimental results to discuss the trend of the 
change in the spark discharge energy with the air flow velocity. The discharge voltage 
waveforms are shown in Figure 5-15.  
The average discharge voltage in the spark discharge process is plotted as a reference. The 
spark discharge voltage increases with the plasma stretch. However, when a short circuit 
occurs, the voltage drops to a much lower value. The hatched areas in the figure indicate 
the lower instantaneous spark discharge voltage as compared with the average spark 
voltage during the entire discharge process. Higher velocity results in higher short circuit 
frequency so that the drop in voltage due to the plasma short circuit partially negates the 
increase in voltage due to the plasma stretch, as can be seen from the increased hatched 
areas. Eventually, the average spark discharge voltage reaches a stable condition, as shown 
in Figure 5-16. Correspondingly, the spark discharge energy does not change significantly 
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Figure 5-15 Effect of air flow velocity on the spark discharge voltage  
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Voltage drop due to short circuit
Hatched areas indicate a lower instant gap voltage 
as compared with the average voltage in the total 
spark duration.
Spark gap size: 0.86 mm                 
Background temperature: 298 K
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The average short circuit and restrike frequency under different air flow velocities is shown 
in Figure 5-17. No short circuits or restrikes are observed when the air flow velocity is less 
than 10 m/s under the tested conditions. The average short circuit and restrike frequency 
increases almost linearly with the increased air flow velocity.  
  
Figure 5-17 Average short circuit and restrike frequency under different cross-flow 
velocities 
The first short circuit or restrike for each of the progressively increased flow cases is 
analyzed in more detail. The timing between spark breakdown and the first short circuit or 
restrike, which is termed as the first plasma holding period, along with the current and 
voltage at the first short circuit or restrike, is shown in Figure 5-18. With the increase of air 
flow velocity, the first plasma holding period progressively becomes shorter, suggesting an 
earlier timing for the short circuit or restrike. The spark discharge voltage and current at 
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Figure 5-18 First plasma holding period, spark discharge voltage, and current at the 
first short circuit or restrike under different cross-flow velocities 
5.2.3 Section summary 
In summary of the behaviors of the spark discharge under different air flow velocities, 
several findings are listed below: 
(1) The short circuit and restrike frequency increases with the increased air flow 
velocity. 
(2) The spark discharge duration decreases with the increased air flow velocity. 




(4) The plasma stretching rate increases with the increased air flow velocity. The value 
of the stretching rate is similar to the air flow velocity 
(5) The maximum plasma length is not affected significantly by the air flow velocity.  
5.3 Effects of background pressure on spark discharge channel shape and electric 
waveforms 
The impact of air flow on the spark discharge is also studied under different background 
pressure conditions. The experiments are performed in the constant volume combustion 
chamber system with a pressurized background. A free jet flow is generated from a tube 
with an inner diameter of 4.5 mm. The details of the experimental setup of the chamber test 
system can be found in section 3.1.  
Images in Figure 5-19 demonstrate the selected cases with different background pressures. 
The plasma is twisted and wrinkled, which can be a result of enhanced turbulence intensity. 
The Reynolds number can be calculated from 5-5 [133]. With the same mean air flow 
velocity and tube diameter, and similar air dynamic viscosity under the same ambient 






Where 𝜌 is the density of air, 𝑢 is the air flow velocity, 𝑑 is the tube inner diameter, and 𝜇 
is the dynamic viscosity of air. The Reynolds numbers from the nitrogen jet are 
approximately 68200, 124600, and 169700 with the background pressure of 6 bar abs, 11 







Figure 5-19 Spark plasma images under different background pressures  
The spark discharge current, voltage, and plasma length are shown in Figure 5-20. Under 
the same air flow velocity, the spark discharge current and discharge duration decrease, 
while the discharge voltage increases with the increased background pressure. The 
calculation of the plasma length is more challenging from 2-D imaging analysis, as the 
plasma is twisted. The averaged plasma length and stretching rate are thus not reported for 
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Gas flow velocity: ~ 40 m/s             Diameter of electrodes: 0.08 mm
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Figure 5-20 Effects of background pressure on the spark current and voltage 
The first plasma holding period and the spark discharge voltage at the first short circuit or 
restrike are shown in Figure 5-21. With the increased background pressure, the first plasma 
















































Media: N2            Cross flow velocity: ~40 m/s




   
Figure 5-21 First plasma holding period and voltage at the first short circuit under 
different background pressures 
5.4 Effects of spark gap size on spark discharge channel shapes and electric 
waveforms 
The effects of spark gap size on the spark discharge, under air flow conditions, are 
discussed in this section. The experiments are performed with the controlled air flow test 
bench under ambient background pressure and temperature. Two spark gap sizes are used 
in the experiments, 2 mm and 0.86 mm. The same ignition system is used in the 
experiments. The commanded charging parameters, such as the coil supply voltage and the 
charging duration of the primary coil are also the same. The images in Figure 5-22 
demonstrate the plasma stretching process under the effect of air flow in the first 0.58 ms 
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Figure 5-22 Spark plasma images with varied spark gap size under 20 m/s air flow 
The corresponding waveforms for the plasma channel images of Figure 5-22 are shown in 
the early segments of Figure 5-23. The spark discharge current drops with the increased 
spark gap size, while the spark discharge voltage increases with the spark gap size. The 
spark discharge duration is shorter when the spark gap size is increased. The 2 mm spark 
gap size also facilitates a prolonged plasma channel in the flow field. In this case, the 
maximum length of the plasma is achieved in the first plasma stretch in both cases. A 
maximum length of 13 mm is achieved when the spark gap size is 0.86 mm, whereas the 
value increases to 28 mm when the spark gap size is increased to 2 mm.  
5 mm




Background media: air    Background pressure: 1 bar abs      Flow velocity: 20 m/s 





Figure 5-23 Effects of spark gap size on the discharge current, voltage, and plasma 
length under 20 m/s air flow 
The values of maximum plasma length under air flow velocities from 0 m/s to 50 m/s are 
summarized in Figure 5-24. These values are averaged results from 6 repeated tests for 
each test condition. The maximum plasma length with a 2 mm spark gap is consistently 
larger than the maximum plasma length with a 0.86 mm spark gap. 
Counting the first stretch, i.e., the longest stretch, the plasma stretching rate is also 

































































Cross flow velocity: 20 m/s
Background pressure: 1 bar abs










impact on plasma stretching rates. The plasma stretching rates increase almost linearly 
following the air flow velocity, irrespective of the gap differences.  
   
Figure 5-24 Effect of spark gap size on maximum plasma length  
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The spark discharge energy and discharge duration with 0.86 mm and 2 mm spark gap sizes 
are plotted in Figure 5-26. The general trend is similar in the two cases for the electric 
discharging process, where the spark discharge duration decreases, while the spark 
discharge energy increases, with the increased air flow velocity. A higher spark discharge 
energy level and a shorter duration are achieved with a larger spark gap size.  
   
Figure 5-26 Effects of spark gap size on the spark discharge energy and duration  
5.5 Effects of air flow on spark discharge process with different discharge current 
levels  
The effects of air flow on the spark discharge with different current levels are analyzed in 
this section. The experiments are carried out with the controlled air flow bench under 
ambient background pressure and temperature.  
Three spark discharge current levels with a peak current of 150 mA, 80 mA, and 50 mA 
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conventional inductive ignition system by changing the charging duration of the primary 
coil, whereas the hardware configurations are the same. The spark discharge current 
waveforms are shown in Figure 5-27. 
  
Figure 5-27 Spark discharge current waveforms with increased current levels 
5.5.1 Spark discharge energy and discharge duration 
The total spark discharge energy and discharge duration change with the increased spark 
discharge current. In order to compare the impact of the current level on the spark energy 
and duration, the normalized values are defined in 5-6 and 5-7.  
?̅? = 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡⁄   5-6 
𝑡?̅?𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 =  𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒_𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡⁄  5-7 
Where 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total spark discharge energy, 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 is the total spark discharge 
energy under quiescent conditions, and ?̅? is the normalized spark discharge energy with 
respect to the spark energy under quiescent conditions. 𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 is the spark discharge 
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and 𝑡?̅?𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 is the normalized spark discharge duration with respect to the duration under 
quiescent conditions.  
The effects of air flow on the spark discharge energy and discharge duration from the three 
spark strategies are shown in Figure 5-28.  
  
Figure 5-28 Effects of air flow velocity on spark discharge energy and duration with 
different discharge current levels 
5.5.2 Short circuit and restrike frequency 
The increase in spark discharge energy is more prominent with a higher discharge current 
level. As discussed in section 5.2, the increase in the spark gap voltage provides the 
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the extendable range for the increase. Figure 5-29 reveals the impact of spark discharge 
current on the short circuit and restrike frequency. A lower short circuit and restrike 
frequency is observed with a higher spark discharge current level, which may have 
contributed to the greater gain in the spark discharge energy when a higher discharge 
current is available. The spark discharge duration consistently decreases with the increased 
flow velocity, with a lesser reduction when a higher discharge current is available. The 
lesser reduction in the spark discharge duration may also be a reason for the more 
significant spark energy gain with a higher discharge current. 
 
Figure 5-29 Short circuit and restrike frequency with different current level under 
varied cross-flow velocities 
5.5.3 Plasma length and stretching rate 
Under a 20 m/s air flow velocity, a longer plasma is observed under a medium spark 
discharge current level of 80 mA, as shown from the plasma images (Figure 5-30 (a)). The 
plasma in the 150 mA case is thicker as compared with the other two cases, yet the plasma 
is not the longest among the three cases. When the air flow velocity increases to 50 m/s, 
the highest spark discharge current level results in the longest plasma channel, as shown in 
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(a) 20 m/s air flow velocity 
 
(b) 50 m/s air flow velocity 
Figure 5-30 Spark plasma images with different spark discharge current level under 
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The full process of plasma lengths under the 20 m/s and 50 m/s air flow conditions are 
plotted, as shown in Figure 5-31. Under an air flow velocity of 20 m/s, the plasma with the 
highest spark discharge current level is stretched at a slower rate along the timeline, i.e., 
the slope of the plasma length. The first fully developed plasma length of the 150 mA peak 
current case is also the shortest among the three, less than 10 mm.  
However, when the air flow velocity increases to 50 m/s, the plasma with 150 mA peak 
discharge current achieves a maximum length of 36 mm, which is the longest among the 
three cases. The stretching rate is similar in the three cases under 50 m/s air flow, i.e., the 
slopes of plasma length increase appear identical in the three cases.  
 
Figure 5-31 Plasma length under 20 m/s and 50 m/s air flow 
The plasma stretching rate is calculated and summarized in Figure 5-32. The plasma 
stretching rate with the highest spark discharge current is lower in comparison to the other 
two cases when the air flow velocity is lower than 30 m/s. Overall, the stretching rate 
changes closely on par with the air flow velocity, regardless of the spark discharge current 
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Figure 5-32 Plasma stretching rate at different spark discharge current levels 
The maximum plasma length with the three discharge current levels is plotted in 
Figure 5-33. When the air flow velocity is lower than 40 m/s, the maximum plasma length 
from the 80 mA case is greater than that from the 150 mA case. When the air flow velocity 
exceeds 40 m/s, the maximum plasma length of the 150 mA case is the longest among the 
three peak current cases. The results suggest that a threshold flow velocity exists for the air 
flow to stretch the plasma channel to its full length. A higher spark discharge current 
requires a higher threshold velocity to effectively stretch the plasma. For instance, a 
threshold within 20-30 m/s for the cases of 50 mA and 80 mA; and within 40-50 m/s for 
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Figure 5-33 Maximum plasma length at different spark discharge current levels 
5.6 Impact of air flow on the effective control of different ignition strategies 
The impact of air flow on different ignition control strategies is reported in this section. 
The time scales of the spark discharge event of the ignition strategies are listed in Table 5-1. 
Table 5-1 Time scale of the spark discharge events of different spark strategies 
 Time scale 
High-power < 1 μs during the high-power spark discharge 
Transient high-current <40 μs during the transient high-current spark discharge 
Multi-coil  > 0.1 ms 
Boosted-current  >0.1 ms 
5.6.1 High-power and transient high-current spark 
The air flow velocity has minimal impact on the high-power and transient high-current 
spark discharge, as shown in Figure 5-34 and Figure 5-35. The high power and the transient 
high-current spark discharge occur in a short time duration, e.g., up to 1 µs and 40 µs 
respectively, which are magnitudes faster than the air flow velocity. For example, under 
10 m/s air flow velocity, the conductive particles in the plasma channel can travel up to 
0.01 mm during the high-power discharge event, and 0.4 mm during the transient 
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negligible. Thus, no significant impact is observed on the discharge current and voltage 
waveforms.  
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Figure 5-35 Electric waveforms of transient high-current spark discharge under air 
flow conditions 
5.6.2 Multi-coil offset spark  
The multi-coil simultaneous spark discharge resembles the spark discharge with a 
single-coil, albeit with a higher spark discharge current and discharge energy. The impact 
of air flow on the spark discharge process has been reported in section 5.2. In comparison, 
the impact of the air flow on the multi-coil spark discharge is more pronounced when the 
offset strategy is used, as shown in Figure 5-36. The spark discharge duration is 
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Figure 5-36 Effect of air flow on the dual-coil offset spark discharge 
5.6.3  Boosted-current spark  
The spark discharge process from the boosted-current ignition strategy is also affected by 
the air flow. During the spark discharge, the boosted current sets on when a pre-set voltage 
of the boosted-current module is higher than the voltage across the spark gap, as shown in 
Figure 5-37. Further details of the working principle of the boosted-current spark discharge 
have been explained in section 3.3.3. 
Under air flow conditions, the spark gap voltage increases due to the stretch of the plasma 
channel, as shown in Figure 5-38. The spark gap voltage can increase to a value higher than 
the voltage of the boosted-current module. Adequately high module voltage is required to 
effectively enhance the plasma channel. Otherwise, the current cannot flow from the 
boosted-current module to the spark gap under this circumstance. The boosted-current 

























































the voltage of the boosted-current module, as marked by shadows in Figure 5-38. Therefore, 
the boosted-current spark discharge may not be continuous. 
  
Figure 5-37 Spark discharge current and voltage waveforms of a boosted-current 
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Figure 5-38 Spark discharge current of a boosted-current spark under 20 m/s air flow  
A higher voltage in the boosted current module is helpful to maintain a continuous spark 
discharge under air flow conditions, as shown in Figure 5-39. Owing to the improved spark 
discharge process, the gain in discharge energy under air flow conditions is also higher 
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Figure 5-39 Improved spark discharge process of the boosted-current spark with a 
higher module voltage 
 
Figure 5-40 Effect of air flow velocity on the spark discharge energy of high-voltage 
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5.7 Chapter summary  
The strength of air flow has a significant impact on the electric waveforms and the plasma 
channel development of spark discharge during the arc and glow phases; and insignificant 
impact on the onset of breakdown and capacitor energy release phases, irrespective of 
structural or add-on capacitors. The air flow commonly results in a longer plasma channel, 
which increases the plasma resistance. Consequently, a higher spark gap voltage, shorter 
spark discharge duration, and lower discharge current are observed under air flow 
conditions. The stretching rate, at which the plasma is elongated by the air flow, closely 
follows the air flow velocity. The maximum plasma length is related to the discharge 
current level and the air flow velocity. A larger spark gap size also results in a longer plasma 
with sufficient discharge voltage and energy. In addition, the short circuit and restrike 
phenomena are observed under air flow conditions. The frequency of short circuit and 
restrike increases with the air flow velocity. Under pressurized conditions, the plasma 





CHAPTER 6 DIFFERENT IGNITION STRATEGIES ON FLAME KERNEL 
INITIATION UNDER GASEOUS MIXTURE FLOW CONDITIONS 
In this chapter, experimental investigations are carried out to demonstrate the performance 
of the specifically devised ignition strategies for fuel-lean mixture ignition under controlled 
mixture flow conditions. The experiments are carried out in the constant volume 
combustion chamber with a background pressure of 4 bar abs and with gas flow velocities 
across the spark gap changing from 0 m/s to 35 m/s. Ignition strategies with modulated 
spark discharge parameters, such as the enhanced spark discharge power, the prolonged 
discharge duration, and the boosted discharge current, are deployed in the experiments. The 
spark discharge from a conventional inductive ignition coil is used as a reference for 
evaluating the performance of such ignition strategies. For simplicity, the combustible 
gaseous mixtures are referred to as “gas” in the following sections of this chapter. 
6.1 Effects of gas flow on flame kernel initiation 
The gas motion is deemed critical for the combustion process because of its significance in 
speeding up the flame propagation. An exemplary case in Figure 6-1 illustrates how gas 
motion can accelerate the flame propagation, and the pressure increase, during the 
combustion process. However, in order to benefit from the faster combustion process, the 
difficulties in the ignition process should be tackled first. 
The effects of the gas motion on the ignition process are complex, as shown in Figure 6-2. 
The combustion is initiated by forming a flame kernel around the spark plasma. The spark 
discharge energy is transferred to this small volume of the combustible mixture. The 
chemical energy contained in the fuel molecules is released as the exothermic reaction 
proceeds. Both the spark discharge energy and the chemical reaction energy of the fuel 
contribute to the energy required to sustain the flame kernel. More ignition energy is 
required for lean or diluted mixtures, because less chemical energy is provided by the lean 




front propagates toward the remaining unburnt zone. Sufficient exothermic energy is 
required in the flame front to maintain the desired temperature for the chemical reaction 
during the flame propagation. 
When the ignition is subjected to high-velocity gas flows, the flame kernel formation 
becomes more difficult. However, the flame surface area increases due to the turbulence 
interaction, resulting in greater reactive surface areas and enhanced heat transfer between 
the burnt and the unburnt zones. The larger flame surface area can enhance flame 
propagation if the energy released from the burning zone is sufficient. Notwithstanding, if 
the energy released from the burnt zone is insufficient, the larger flame area results in 
excessive heat loss that eventually leads to a misfired case.  
  












































Background pressure: 4 bar abs
Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6




Another impact of the gas motion is the stretch of the plasma passage by the gas flow. As 
the plasma channel bends extensively away from the spark gap, the heat loss of plasma to 
the electrodes reduces, which is beneficial to succeed ignition. The stretch of the plasma 
also increases the plasma access region of the combustible mixture. Consequently, a larger 
flame kernel can be formed. However, contrary to these beneficial effects, the gas flow 
reduces the specific heating intensity against the heat transfer loss to the mixture prior to 
forming a sustainable flame kernel. The heat transfer between the flame kernel and the 
flowing gas increases with the increased gas flow velocity.  
For sufficiently strong cross-flow, the early flame region can drift away from the electrodes, 
appearing like moving at approximately the same velocity as the gas stream. The 
convection heat transfer between the flame kernel and cold gas stream is less significant 
under this scenario. However, the flame kernel and early flame is still subjected to the 





Figure 6-2 Effects of gas flow on spark plasma and flame kernel 
The flame kernel formation under quiescent and gas flow conditions are compared in 
Figure 6-3. The same spark strategy from a conventional inductive coil is used in the two 
cases, with a peak spark discharge current during the arc and glow phases of around 100 
mA, spark duration of about 0.8 ms and 0.5 ms under quiescent and 20 m/s cross flow, 
respectively.  
An approximate spherical flame front progressively propagates outward from the spark gap 
under quiescent conditions. Under gas flow conditions, the flame kernel forms along the 
Impacts of flow on the flame kernel
· Continuous supply of fresh gas
· Drifting of the early flame with flow
· Enlarged flame surface area due to the wrinkles caused by the turbulence
· Enhanced heat transfer from the burnt to the unburnt zone
Strong ignition source
Weak ignition source
Impacts of flow on the plasma channel
· Prolonged plasma channel
        Reduced heat transfer loss to the electrodes
        Increased area for mixture reaction and energy transfer to the combustible gas     
· Restrike or short circuit of the plasma
        Interruption to the energy transfer from the plasma to combustible mixture
        Possible multiple flame kernels 
Flame kernel size increases Multiple flame kernels merge together






stretched plasma channel, which is away from the spark gap. Meanwhile, the turbulence 
effect results in more wrinkles to the flame. The flame kernel grows and expands in the 
flow field. The flame kernel under gas flow conditions grows larger as compared with the 
flame kernel formed under quiescent conditions within the same time frame. The quicker 
flame kernel growth is beneficial for the flame development.  
  
Figure 6-3 Flame kernel formation under quiescent and gas flow conditions 
From the analysis of the gas flow impact on the ignition process, with faster gas flow 
velocity, a shorter time may be required to stretch the plasma channel to the maximum 
length. More fresh combustible gaseous mixtures can be in contact with the high-
temperature ignition source. Consequently, it should take a shorter time to generate a larger 
flame kernel. However, the excessive gas flow velocity can be detrimental to the flame 
kernel growth. Figure 6-4 is a demonstration of the gas flow effects on the flame kernel 
initiation under various air-fuel ratios. The ignition source in these experiments is a spark 
plasma formed by a conventional inductive coil ignition system, with spark discharge 
energy around 30 mJ that produces a duration of 3 ms under such quiescent conditions.  
The top plot is the t50%MFB estimated from the combustion pressure trace, as explained in 
section 3.4.2. The general trend from the combustion of both lean and stoichiometric 
mixture is that a faster flame propagation speed can be achieved with a higher gas flow 
velocity, on the condition that the gas flow velocity is within an appropriate range. For the 
0 m/s
25 m/s
0.1 ms 0.2 ms 0.3 ms 0.4 ms 0.5 msFlow 
velocity 
Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6    Background pressure: 4 bar abs     Background temperature: 298 K




stoichiometric mixture, the trend persists throughout the tested velocity range of 5 m/s to 
35 m/s. However, for the lean mixtures, it is difficult for the flame kernel or early flame to 
survive under higher gas flow velocities. The shadowgraph images shown at the bottom 
demonstrate the change in the flame area under 15 m/s flow velocity. For the lean mixture 
with an excess air ratio of 1.8, though a flame kernel is formed after the spark discharge, it 
fails to develop into a self-sustained flame kernel under the gas flow conditions.  
The lean mixtures have slower flame speed in comparison to that of the stoichiometric 
mixture so that they need a stronger gas motion to promote the flame propagation. However, 
the weak flame kernel of a lean mixture makes it a challenging situation for the flame to 
propagate under strong gas flow. A stronger flame kernel is critical for a successful ignition. 
The ignition strategy is of great importance to assist the survival of the flame kernel under 
this circumstance.  
The impact of different ignition strategies on the flame kernel growth under flow conditions 





Figure 6-4 Effects of cross-flow velocity on the combustion of lean mixtures 
6.2 Effects of enhanced breakdown power on flame kernel initiation 
The same high-power ignition strategy as reported in section 4.2 is applied for ignition 
under gas flow conditions. As discussed in chapter 5, the breakdown phase, along with the 
capacitor energy release phase, is affected marginally by the gas flow due to the significant 
difference in their time scales. Hereby, the effects of the gas flow velocity on the high-
power spark discharge during the arc and glow phases are shown in Figure 6-5.  
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When the total spark discharge from the secondary ignition coil is kept constant, the add-
on parallel capacitor allocates more energy to the breakdown phase. As a result, less energy 
is reserved for the arc and glow phases. Both the gas flow and the added parallel capacitance 
contribute to the decrease of the spark discharge duration during the arc and glow phases.  
  
Figure 6-5 Effect of cross-flow velocity on the high-power spark ignition strategy 
during the arc and glow phases  
6.2.1 High-power spark with air as background media 
The shadowgraph images of the plasma channel are recorded to show the interactions 
between the gas flow and the high-power spark (Figure 6-6). The background media is air, 
so the density gradient purely results from the high-temperature plasma channel. The high-
temperature plasma is stretched away from the spark gap. It drifts with the gas flow. Under 




spark gap and expand the high-temperature area. However, the phenomena are not observed 
under a gas flow velocity of 25 m/s. The flow field enhances the turbulence level, especially 
during the arc and glow phase discharge, which overshadows the breakdown-enhanced 
turbulence. Moreover, the increased parallel capacitance shortens the spark discharge 
duration during the arc and glow phases, which shortens the occurrence of the high-
temperature field generated from the spark plasma. The shortened arc and glow spark 
discharge duration due to the added parallel capacitance may be unfavorable for the flame 
kernel development. 
  
Figure 6-6 Shadowgraph images of the thermal-induced density field by the 
high-power spark in air under 25 m/s air flow 
6.2.2 Impact of high-power spark on ignition of lean mixtures 
The combustion test results are shown in Figure 6-7, with the cross-flow velocity of 25 m/s. 
The experiments are carried out in the optical constant volume chamber shown in 
Figure 3-2. Methane-air mixture with an excess air ratio of λ=1.6 is used as both the 
background gas and flowing gas. The total spark discharge energy in this set of experiments 
0.1 ms 0.4 ms 0.6 ms 0.8 ms 1.0 ms
Background media: air                   Air flow velocity: 25 m/s         Background pressure: 4 bar abs     
Background temperature: 298 K    Spark gap size: 0.86 mm      Central electrode diameter: 0.08 mm









is controlled at 50 mJ, with different ratios of the energy delivered to the breakdown phase 
by changing the capacitance levels. The spark energy is supplied by an inductive ignition 
coil with a charging duration of 4 ms.  
The flame kernel that originates from the high-power spark discharge struggles to survive 
under the gas flow condition. The add-on parallel capacitance enhances the breakdown 
power at the cost of reduced arc and glow phase energy and duration, which negatively 
affects the flame kernel development. The benefit of the transient high discharge power is 
minimal.  
The flame area calculated from the shadowgraph images is shown in Figure 6-8. When 
200 pF parallel capacitance is used, the flame area demonstrates a declining trend from 
4 ms to about 1.7 ms after the ignition. Thereafter, the flame area increases. The reduced 
flame area is because of the detachment of the flame kernel from the spark plug and the 
drifting of the flame in the gas flow field. The flame cannot be captured by the shadowgraph 
images when the flame drifts out of the viewports of the optical window. The flame kernel 
manages to grow when it travels to some downstream locations and propagates back to the 
visible region, as can be seen from the increasing flame area after 17 ms. The decrease in 
the flame area suggests poor sustainability of the flame kernel when the added parallel 
capacitance is high. The flame area at 5 ms after the breakdown event is used as an indicator 





Figure 6-7 Shadowgraph images of flame propagation under 25 m/s gas flow with the 
high-power spark 
   
Figure 6-8 Flame area with the high-power spark under 25 m/s gas flow 
Four different gas flow velocities, 0 m/s, 5 m/s, 10 m/s, and 25 m/s, are tested to identify 
the operational boundary of the high-power spark under gas flow conditions. A total spark 
Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6       Background pressure: 4 bar abs       
Background temperature: 298 K         Central electrode diameter: 2.5 mm 
































at 5 ms 
Background pressure: 4 bar abs
Background temperature: 298 K
Media: CH4-air,  λ=1.6 







energy of 50 mJ is used in the experiments. The same combustion chamber test platform 
and the same spark strategies are used in the experiments. 
The flame areas at 5 ms after the breakdown event in the experiments are shown in 
Figure 6-9 under the present setup. The high-power spark performs better than the 
conventional spark when the gas flow velocity is less than 5 m/s. Within this low velocity 
range, the flame area at 5 ms after the breakdown event increases with the increased parallel 
capacitance. When the gas flow velocity is increased to 10 m/s, the advantage disappears 
for the high-power spark with 500 pF parallel capacitance. Misfire cases occur for the 
500 pF case when the gas flow velocity is further increased to 25 m/s. The fastest flame 
propagation speed is observed under a gas flow velocity of 10 m/s for all three capacitance 
levels. Further increasing the gas flow velocity to 25 m/s reduces the early flame kernel 
size. The 50 mJ spark energy may not be sufficient to support the flame kernel growth 
under a 25 m/s gas flow velocity. 
   
Figure 6-9 Flame area at 5 ms after the breakdown event with the high-power spark 
under varied cross-flow velocities 
To summarize, under the selected experimental conditions, the added parallel capacitance 










































Background pressure: 4 bar abs
Background temperature: 298 K









However, the high-power spark results in a shorter discharge duration, which adversely 
affects the ignition process with the enhanced gas flow. 
6.3 Effects of transient high-current spark on flame kernel initiation 
The measurement results demonstrate that the transient high-current spark has 
demonstrated strong ignition ability under quiescent conditions. The larger region is 
produced by the high-current discharge of the large capacitor, as discussed in chapter 4. 
The performance of the transient high-current spark under gas flow conditions is 
investigated in this section.  
6.3.1 Transient high-current spark with air as background media 
First, the density field induced by the transient high-current spark is observed with air as 
the background media. The high-current surge occurs 2~3 μs after the breakdown event 
and continues for about 15 μs. The discharge current and voltage waveforms during the 
transient high-current spark event are shown in Figure 6-10. The spark energy and peak 
spark current are adjusted by changing the voltage of the DC power supply that charges the 
energy storage capacitor. The energy delivered from the energy storage capacitor is marked 
in Figure 6-10. The energy released from the ignition coil in the three cases is about 50 mJ. 
The shadowgraph images of the thermal-induced density field are shown in Figure 6-11. 
The experiments are carried out in the optical combustion chamber under controlled air 
flow conditions. Even though the thermal impact of the transient high-current spark 
discharge is also observed under air flow conditions, it is not as profound as that under 





Figure 6-10 Current and voltage waveforms of transient high-current spark 
 In Figure 6-11, the illumination of the ions resulting from the spark discharge current surge 
can be observed at 0.02 ms after the breakdown event. The hot plasma-induced high-
temperature areas are much larger with the transient high-current spark discharge as 
compared with that of a conventional spark discharge. The thermal impact persists in the 
later stage of the spark discharge after the transient high-current spark discharge finishes, 
as can be seen from the larger high-temperature area in the photos taken at 0.4 ms, 0.6 ms, 
0.8 ms, and 1.0 ms after the breakdown event. However, within the range of this 
investigation, the gas flow effect still dominates during the spark discharge process. 
Consequently, the difference between the plasma size from a conventional spark and a 
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Figure 6-11 Shadowgraph images of the thermal-induced density field by the transient 
high-current spark discharge in air under 25 m/s air flow 
6.3.2 Impact of transient high-current spark on ignition of lean mixtures 
Additional experiments demonstrate that the ignition advantage of the transient high-
current spark is impaired under flow conditions. The experiments are conducted on the 
optical chamber under a controlled gas flow velocity of 25 m/s. Methane-air mixture with 
an excess air ratio of λ=1.6 is used as both the background gas and flowing gas. Two 
transient high-current spark discharge cases are compared, listed as case 3 and case 4 in the 
table shown Figure 6-12. These two cases have a peak discharge current level of 500 A and 
0.02 ms 0.4 ms 0.6 ms 0.8 ms 1.0 ms
Background media: air                              Air flow velocity: 25 m/s
Background temperature: 298 K               Background pressure: 4 bar abs 
Diameter of electrodes: 0.08 mm              Spark gap size: 0.86 mm
















1 0 0 0.05 0 50
2 4.5 0.6 550 810 50









1300 A respectively. The transient high-current spark discharge is released once the plasma 
channel is formed by the ignition coil. To focus on the impact of the transient high-current 
spark discharge while minimizing the impact of the spark discharge from the ignition coil, 
the charging duration of the coil is intentionally reduced to a minimum value. The coil can 
provide enough energy to ensure the breakdown event, yet the spark is not able to ignite 
the mixture under this condition. The spark discharge energy from the ignition coil is about 
10 mJ and the discharge duration is about 0.5 ms, listed as case 1 in the table of Figure 6-12. 
A conventional spark event with regular spark energy (~50 mJ) is set up as a reference case, 
listed as case 2. The spark in case 2 has higher discharge energy and longer discharge 
duration as compared with the spark in case 1. Nevertheless, the energy level and peak 
spark discharge current in case 2 is significantly lower than that from a transient high-





Figure 6-12 Shadowgraph images of flame propagation under 25 m/s gas flow with 
the transient high-current spark 
Media: CH4-air @ λ=1.6                 Background pressure: 4 bar abs           Gas flow velocity: 25 m/s
Background temperature: 298 K      Central electrode diameter: 2.5 mm     Spark gap size: 0.86 mm



















1 10 0 0.5 0 0.04 Normal spark
2 50 0 1.1 0 0.08 Normal spark 
long duration
3 10 810 0.5 600 500 Transient high 
current spark








































The ignition energy in case 1 is too low for a successful ignition. The comparison is mainly 
among cases 2, 3, and 4. The initial flame kernel from the transient high-current spark is 
larger than that from a conventional spark, as can be seen from the images taken at 1.0 ms 
after the breakdown event. Though the peak current in case 3 is as high as 500 A, the size 
of the flame kernel decreases after the initial 2.5 ms. It eventually ignites the mixture 
successfully, yet at a lower speed. When the spark discharge current is further increased to 
1300 A in case 4, the flame can even propagate towards the upstream of the spark plug, 
suggesting strong self-sustainability of the flame. The flame area in case 2 continuously 
increases with time, which leads to a self-sustained flame. 
The history of the flame area development is shown in Figure 6-13. As the spark discharge 
durations in the four cases are different (case 2 finishes at 1.1 ms while the other three cases 
finish at 0.5 ms), the flame areas at the end of spark discharge in each case are marked with 
a star. The flame area at the end of the spark discharge can represent the combustion 
performance in the later stage. A larger flame kernel at the end of the spark discharge results 
in faster flame propagation. 
   



















Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Background pressure: 4 bar abs







6.3.3 Energy release profile on ignition of lean mixtures 
From the above cases of study, the spark discharge energy amount alone cannot decide the 
ignition performance. Another set of combustion experiments are carried out to study the 
impact of the energy release patterns on the early flame kernel formation in detail.  
A long-duration spark realized by the multi-coil offset spark ignition strategy is applied as 
a reference case in this comparison. The ignition hardware and control parameters of the 
two spark strategies are listed in The spark discharge current and voltage waveforms are 
shown in Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15, respectively. For the transient high-current spark 
discharge, the axis is adjusted to show only the transient high-current part. The actual spark 
discharge event includes the discharge from the ignition coil, which has a much lower 
discharge current and a longer discharge duration. The spark gap is formed by a pair of thin 
needle-electrodes to limit the impact of the electrode shape on the flame kernel 
development. The thin needle-electrodes also reduce the heat transfer loss to the electrodes. 
The energy delivered to the spark gap from both ignition strategies is similar in this 
comparison, about 140 mJ. The transient high-current spark has a peak current of 140 A. 
The spark discharge duration of the transient high-current spark is about 20 µs and the spark 
discharge from the ignition coil continues for about 0.3 ms under 25 m/s gas flow. The 
long-duration spark has an average current level of about 100 mA. The peak current during 
the arc and glow phases can reach about 200 mA. In order to generate similar discharge 
energy as compared with the transient high-current spark, the discharge duration of the 





Figure 6-14 Spark discharge current and voltage waveforms of the transient 










































External energy storage 
capacitance (µF)
1.5 Spark energy discharged 
from the transient high-
current module (mJ)
128
DC supply voltage (kV) 0.4 Spark energy discharged
from the coil (mJ)
10
Peak spark current (A) 140 Total discharge energy (mJ) 138
Coil discharge duration (ms) 0.3 Transient high-current 
discharge duration  (ms)
0.02
Background pressure: 4 bar abs






Figure 6-15 Current and voltage waveforms of the long-duration spark discharge 
The effeteness of each of the above two spark strategies is further investigated under 
various gas flow velocities, from 5 m/s to 35 m/s. The flame kernel and early flame 
development under a 35 m/s gas flow velocity are shown in the shadowgraph images in 
Figure 6-16. The images demonstrate the flame kernel development in the first 1.2 ms after 
the breakdown event. The initial flame kernel of the transient high-current spark discharge 
strategy is larger than that of the long-duration spark discharge strategy for the first 0.3 ms 
before the spark discharge finishes in the transient high-current spark. However, the flame 
kernel initiated by the transient high-current spark gradually becomes weaker. Eventually, 
the flame diminishes at around 1.2 ms. In contrast, the long-duration spark initiates a 
smaller flame kernel that keeps increasing in size. By the time the long-duration spark 
discharge finishes (1.17 ms after the breakdown event), the flame kernel size is significantly 
larger than the flame kernel initiated by the transient high-current spark discharge. The 
long-duration spark shows an obvious advantage over the transient high-current spark with 













































Number of coils 2 Coil discharge duration (ms) 1.17
Peak spark current (mA) 200 Total discharge energy (mJ) 140
Background pressure: 4 bar abs





initiate a comparatively larger initial flame kernel, the flame kernel is not large enough to 
release adequate chemical energy to compensate for the heat transfer to the flowing gas. In 
contrast, it takes a longer time to release the spark discharge energy from the long-duration 
spark to ignite the combustible mixture. During this time interval, a larger volume of 
combustible gas is flowing through the spark gap. The combustible gas is in contact with 
the hot spark plasma channel and ignited. Consequently, a larger flame kernel can be 
generated.  
  
Figure 6-16 Shadowgraph images of the transient high-current and long-duration spark 
strategies for the flame kernel development under 35 m/s gas flow 
The flame areas at the end of the spark discharge with the two strategies under various flow 
velocities are summarized in Figure 6-17. The long-duration spark has consistently better 
performance than the transient high-current spark under the tested gas flow conditions as 
can be seen from the larger flame areas at the end of spark discharge. The improved ignition 
performance is maintained in the later stage of combustion, as can be seen from the flame 




   
Figure 6-17 Flame area at the completion of the spark discharge process under 
different cross-flow velocities 
   
Figure 6-18 Flame area of 3 ms after breakdown under different cross-flow velocities 
6.3.4 Effects of spark discharge energy levels of the transient high-current and 
conventional spark on the ignition of lean mixtures 
The spark discharge energy (about 140 mJ) in the previous experiments is low for the 
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Background pressure: 4 bar abs          Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6














































































































Background pressure: 4 bar abs          Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6




impact, the transient high-current spark requires much higher energy levels. The following 
experiments have been conducted to further compare the transient high-current spark and 
the conventional spark at different spark discharge energy levels. The increase in the spark 
discharge energy of a conventional spark is realized by extending the charging duration to 
the primary coil. The increase in the transient high-current spark discharge energy is 
achieved by increasing the voltage of the transient high-current module. The hardware 
settings and key control parameters for enabling the two spark strategies are listed in 
Table 6-1. By changing the capacitance of the external energy storage capacitor and the DC 
voltage that charges the capacitor, the spark discharge energy from the transient high-
current spark can be increased from 90 mJ to 7600 mJ, with the peak current increasing 
from 140 A to 1350 A. The discharge energy and duration from the ignition coil in the 
transient high-current ignition system is kept constant. For the conventional spark, the 
discharge energy and discharge duration are adjusted by controlling the charging duration 
and supply voltage to the primary coil. Discharge energy levels ranging from 47 mJ to 120 
mJ with a duration changing from 0.6 ms to 1.1 ms are achieved in the experiments. 
Selected spark discharge current waveforms are shown in Figure 6-19.  




External energy storage capacitance (µF) 1.5, 4.5 
DC supply voltage (kV) 0.3-1.8 
Peak spark current (A) 140-1350 
Coil discharge duration (ms) 0.5 
Transient high-current discharge duration (ms) 0.007-0.02 
Spark energy from the transient high-current module (mJ) 90-7600 
Spark energy discharged from the coil (mJ) 15 
Conventional 
spark 
Number of coils (-) 1 
Supply voltage to the primary coil (V) 12, 24 
Charging duration (ms) 2-6 
Peak spark current during glow phase (mA) 100-240 
Coil discharge duration (ms) 0.6-1.1 






(a) Spark discharge current waveforms of conventional spark  
  
(b) Spark discharge current waveforms of transient high-current spark 
Figure 6-19 Spark discharge current waveforms of the conventional and transient 
high-current spark  
The plot of spark discharge energy versus flame area at the completion of spark discharge 









Background pressure: 4 bar abs     Flow velocity: 25 m/s
Background temperature: 298 K    Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6
Background pressure: 4 bar abs     Flow velocity: 25 m/s




at the end of the spark discharge increases with the increased spark discharge energy. The 
conventional spark has apparent advantages over the transient high-current spark discharge 
from an energy consumption point of view. To achieve a similar flame area at the end of 
spark discharge, the transient high-current spark needs to deliver more than ten times of 
energy to the spark gap under the tested conditions. 
The correlation between the flame area at the end of spark discharge and the flame area at 
a later time in the combustion process is shown in Figure 6-21. Generally, a larger flame 
area at the end of spark discharge results in faster flame propagation in the later stage. From 
this observation, it is confirmed that a conventional spark is a better choice for the ignition 
under the tested gas flow conditions. 
  
Figure 6-20 Flame area at the completion of spark discharge by the conventional spark 






































Total spark discharge energy [mJ]
Transient high-current Conventional spark
Background pressure: 4 bar abs, CH4-air, λ=1.6 
Background temperature: 298 K





Figure 6-21 Flame area comparison between 8 ms post breakdown and the 
completion of spark discharge 
6.4 Effects of spark glow phase current profile on flame kernel development 
The spark discharge current profile during the arc and glow phases has minimal impact on 
the combustion process under quiescent conditions, as long as the minimum ignition energy 
is provided, as reported in chapter 4. Under gas flow conditions, however, the amount of 
spark discharge energy is no longer the single important parameter for the ignition process, 
which can be seen from the results in section 6.3. The energy release profile also plays an 
important role in the ignition process. In this section, the impact of the spark glow phase 
current profiles on the ignition is further investigated with the focus on the spark discharge 


































Flame area at the completion of discharge [mm2]
Transient high-current Conventional spark
Background pressure: 4 bar abs, CH4-air, λ=1.6 
Background temperature: 298 K




6.4.1 Effects of varied spark glow phase current profile with equivalent spark 
energy 
Two spark discharge processes with equivalent spark discharge energy levels but different 
discharge current profiles are compared to demonstrate how the energy release pattern 
during the arc and glow phases affects the ignition process. The spark discharge current 
waveforms are shown in Figure 6-22. Case 1 features a low-current spark with a longer 
discharge duration, while the spark discharge duration in case 2 is shorter but the overall 
glow phase current level is higher.  
  











































Case 1 Case 2
Spark discharge Duration 1.4 ms 0.6 ms
Spark discharge energy ~100 mJ ~100 mJ
Peak glow current 100 mA 700 mA
Background pressure: 4 bar abs          
Background temperature: 298 K





Images of flame area are recorded during the experiments. The flame kernel growth during 
the initial 1.2 ms with the two spark energy release process under 35 m/s gas flow velocity 
is shown in Figure 6-23. Two parameters, Δx and Δy, are introduced to better analyze the 
results. Δx is the stretch of the flame in the gas flow direction, while Δy is the span of the 
flame perpendicular to the flow direction, as shown in Figure 6-24.  
 
Figure 6-23 Shadowgraph images of the flame kernel initiation under 35 m/s gas flow 
with different spark glow current profiles 
0.1 ms 0.2 ms 0.3 ms 0.6 ms 1.2 ms
Case 1
Background pressure: 4 bar abs     Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6 
Background temperature: 298 K    Flow velocity: 35 m/s
Diameter of electrodes: 0.08 mm   Spark gap size: 0.86 mm
Case 2
Case 1 Case 2
Spark discharge Duration 1.4 ms 0.6 ms
Spark discharge energy ~100 mJ ~100 mJ
Peak glow current 100 mA 700 mA





Figure 6-24 Definition of flame propagation distance in the gas flow direction and 
perpendicular to the gas flow direction 
The flame propagation distances in the two directions, along with the flame area, are shown 
in Figure 6-25. Δx has similar values for the two ignition strategies under the same gas flow 
velocity, suggesting that the flame development in the gas flow direction is mainly affected 
by the gas flow velocity. However, the flame expansion in the y-direction in case 2 is faster 
than that in case 1. Though the spark discharge of case 2 finishes at 0.6 ms, the trend of the 
faster expansion in the y-direction is maintained after the completion of spark discharge by 
the well-established larger flame kernel. The spark discharge in case 1 continues for about 
1.4 ms. However, the prolonged duration has a limited contribution to the flame expansion 
in the y-direction, consequently results in a smaller flame area. 
Δx: flame propagation in the flow direction








Figure 6-25 Flame propagation distances in different directions and flame areas 
The comparison of the ignition performance with the same spark discharge energy yet 
different current profiles reveals the importance of spark discharge current level on the 
flame kernel development under high gas flow velocities. As discussed in section 6.1, the 
increase in gas flow velocity results in increased heat transfer which needs to be 
compensated by the ignition source for the flame kernel to survive. One of the major 
differences between the ignition under quiescent and gas flow conditions is the continuous 
displacement of fresh combustible gas into the flame kernel. The present research depicts 
the mechanisms of cross-flow on the development of the flame kernel, under different glow 
energy levels, as illustrated in Figure 6-26.  
Discharge duration Discharge energy Peak glow current
Case 1 1.4 ms ~100 mJ 100 mA
Case 2 0.6 ms ~100 mJ 700 mA
Background pressure: 4 bar abs        Background temperature: 298 K     


















































Figure 6-26 Flame kernel growth under gas flow conditions for different glow energy 
levels 
For illustration purposes, the process is depicted as that the first flame kernel is created by 
the first plasma channel that is formed in between the spark gap and stretched by the gas 
flow. A second plasma channel is generated after the first plasma channel is broken off by 
the gas flow. The second plasma channel creates a second flame kernel. The two flame 
kernels grow and expand in the gas flow. Eventually, they merge into a larger flame kernel. 
In contrast, with a weak ignition source, though there are two flame kernels as well, these 
flame kernels have low sustainability. The flame kernels can not grow and expand to a 
sufficient size. Consequently, they fail to merge and stay as two separate small flame 
kernels or even diminish.  
Strong ignition source
Weak ignition source
1 1 1 12 2 1




Characteristics of ignition under flow conditions:
· Continuous supply of fresh combustible gas
· Drifting of flame with the gas flow
· Possible existence of multiple flame kernels
1 Flame kernel initiated by the first  plasma channel




The illustration suggests that the flame development under gas flow conditions can be 
considered as a process consisting of the initiation, growth, and merging of multiple flame 
kernels during the process of spark discharge. The spark discharge could also be viewed as 
a combination of multiple segments that are divided by the restrikes or short circuits. After 
each restrike or short circuit event, the ignited mixture drifts with the gas flow, while the 
newly formed plasma channel ignites another portion of the combustible gas that is flowing 
through. Spark event with a higher discharge current is beneficial during the ignition 
process. The high current reduces the occurrence for short circuits and restrikes, as 
discussed in chapter 5. The fewer short circuits and restrikes mean that a longer duration 
can be maintained in each stretch, which ensures a longer time to transfer spark energy to 
the same portion of the mixture before it drifts away in the gas flow. Besides, the 
concentration of ions and electrons in the plasma channel increase with the elevated spark 
discharge current, which may also be beneficial for the ignition.  
The impact of the prolonged spark discharge duration in the ignition process is that it can 
provide more chances for the fresh gas to be in contact with the hot plasma. Nevertheless, 
the effectiveness of the prolonged duration is effective only if the ignition source is 
sufficiently strong to form sustainable flame kernels.  
6.4.2 Effects of glow phase current level on the flame kernel development 
Based on these observations and analyses, further investigations are carried out to study the 
impact of the spark discharge current levels on the ignition process. Three spark discharge 
current levels that are enabled by the dual-coil offset strategy and the boosted-current 
strategy are used in the experiments. The average discharge current levels are 55 mA, 190 
mA, and 250 mA, as shown in Figure 6-27. The shadowgraph images of the flame are 








































Discharge duration (ms) 1.9
Average discharge current (mA) 50
Total discharge energy (mJ) 130




Discharge duration (ms) 1.9
DC power voltage (kV) 0.78
Average discharge current (mA) 190
Total discharge energy (mJ) 170




Discharge duration (ms) 1.9
DC power voltage (kV) 1.5
Average discharge current (mA) 250
Total discharge energy (mJ) 260




Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6   Flow velocity: 25 m/s
Background temperature: 298 K    
Background pressure: 4 bar abs     
Central electrode diameter: 0.6 mm
Spark gap size: 0.86 mm





Figure 6-28 Shadowgraph images of the flame propagation with different spark 
discharge current levels under 25 m/s gas flow 
In the initial 2 ms, the flame kernel is attached to the spark plug, which is observed in all 
three cases. The attached flame kernels are produced by the continuous spark discharge in 
the first 2 ms. At 5 ms after the breakdown, the flame kernel vanishes in the 55 mA spark 
discharge current case; the flame kernel is detached from the spark plug by the gas flow in 
the 190 mA spark discharge current case; while the flame kernel is still attached to the spark 
plug and thrives when the spark discharge current is 250 mA. The spark plasma images are 
recorded simultaneously with the flame images, as shown in Figure 6-29. The calculated 
values of plasma length are shown in Figure 6-30. A longer plasma channel increases the 
contact area between the plasma and the combustible gas, resulting in a larger flame kernel. 








Background temperature: 298 K Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6
Background pressure: 4 bar abs  Flow velocity: 25 m/s





Note: The plasma images are simultaneously recorded with the flame images shown in 
Figure 6-28. 
Figure 6-29 Images of plasma channel with different spark discharge current levels 
under 25 m/s gas flow 






Background temperature: 298 K Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6
Background pressure: 4 bar abs  Flow velocity: 25 m/s





Figure 6-30 Length of the plasma channel at different spark discharge current levels 
6.4.3 Effects of glow phase duration on the flame kernel development 
More experiments are carried out with different spark discharge durations. The same 
ignition hardware used in the previous section are used here, with changed discharge 
duration. The shadowgraph images in Figure 6-31 are taken when 50 mA spark discharge 
current is used while images in Figure 6-32 are taken with the 250 mA case. For the same 
spark discharge current, the extension in the discharge duration results in a larger flame 
area. However, with a lower current level of 50 mA, the flame kernel is weakened by the 
gas flow once the spark discharge finishes, even with a long spark discharge duration of 
3.8 ms. However, with a higher spark discharge current level of 250 mA, a longer discharge 
duration enables the growth of a larger flame kernel.  
The flame areas at 5 ms and 10 ms after the breakdown event are compared to show the 
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Background temperature: 298 K           Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6
Background pressure: 4 bar abs            Flow velocity: 25 m/s




flame area can be observed with a higher spark discharge current level when the discharge 
duration is the same. Extending the spark discharge duration is also beneficial for the flame 
kernel growth, under such lean and high velocity gas flow conditions. 
 












50 mA/1.3 ms 50 mA/1.9 ms 50 mA/3.8 ms
Spark discharge current level / discharge duration
Background temperature: 298 K Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6
Background pressure: 4 bar abs  Flow velocity: 25 m/s















250 mA/1.3 ms 250 mA/1.9 ms 250 mA/3.8 msTime after 
breakdown
Spark discharge current level / discharge duration
Background temperature: 298 K          Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6
Background pressure: 4 bar abs           Flow velocity: 25 m/s
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Average spark discharge current
Background temperature: 298 K          
Background pressure: 4 bar abs           
Flow velocity: 25 m/s
Media: CH4-air, λ=1.6
Central electrode diameter: 0.6 mm     
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6.4.4 Further considerations of the spark discharge current level and duration 
Another observation from the results shown in Figure 6-33 is that similar ignition 
performance can be achieved either through a spark discharge with a longer discharge 
duration but lower discharge current, or a spark discharge with a shorter discharge duration 
but higher discharge current. For instance, a similar flame area is reached at 5 ms with a 
spark discharge duration of 1.3 ms when the discharge current level is 250 mA, or with a 
spark discharge duration of 1.9 ms when the discharge current level is 190 mA. The 
question is then which strategy to use, a long-duration low-current spark, or a short-duration 
high-current spark? Several constraints need to be considered when designing the spark 
ignition strategy for internal combustion engine applications. 
The spark discharge duration is ultimately limited by the engine speed. Figure 6-34 
demonstrates the equivalent crank angles of different spark discharge duration under 
varying engine speeds. For example, a discharge duration of 5 ms is equivalent to 180ºCA 
for an engine running at 6000 RPM, which is too long for the spark ignition process. 
For the selection of spark discharge current level, electrode erosion is one main constraint 
that will not be discussed in detail here. Another major consideration is the energy transfer 
efficiency. To demonstrate the impact of discharge current on the spark energy transfer, the 
spark plasma resistance is calculated. The spark plasma resistance is calculated from 6-1 
𝑅𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎 = 𝑉 𝐼⁄   6-1 
Where 𝑅𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎 is the plasma resistance, 𝑉 is the voltage of the spark gap, and 𝐼 is the spark 
discharge current. 
The resistance of the spark plasma decreases with the increase in discharge current, as 
shown in Figure 6-35. According to Kirchhoff Circuit Laws [132], the energy delivered to 
the spark gap is proportional to the resistance of the spark plasma, which also decreases 




deliver the same energy to the spark gap with a higher spark current. From this perspective, 
a low spark discharge current level is desirable, on the condition that the spark discharge 
current is adequately high to support the flame kernel growth in the gas flow.  
 
Figure 6-34 Equivalent crank angle of different spark discharge duration under 
varying engine speeds  
  








































Spark plug resistance :~5 kΩ
Background media: air

















Energy delivered to spark plug




6.5 Chapter summary  
In summary of the experimental results, the ignition and flame kernel growth are subject to 
the strong impact of the flow field. Ignition control strategies with different spark discharge 
parameters are deployed under various gas flow conditions. The major findings are listed 
as follows: 
(1) The high-power ignition strategy is beneficial for the ignition of a lean mixture 
under quiescent and low gas flow velocity (up to 10 m/s), yet it has a negative 
impact on the ignition under higher gas flow velocity. 
(2) The transient-high current ignition strategy has inferior ignition ability as compared 
with a long-duration low-current spark when the spark discharge energy is limited 
to moderate levels. 
(3) A longer spark discharge duration is beneficial for the flame kernel initiation under 
gas flow conditions, when the current level is above a minimum level. 
(4) A sufficiently high spark discharge current level is beneficial for the flame kernel 
initiation, especially when the gas flow velocity is extensively high. 
(5) The spark discharge energy amount is not the single most important parameter for 
the ignition under gas flow conditions. The energy release profile also matters in 




CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSION 
The primary objective of this research was to study the mechanisms of spark ignition of a 
lean or diluted fuel-air mixture under gas flow conditions. Effective ignition strategies were 
configured by controlling the spark discharge parameters via specifically designed ignition 
circuits. These strategies enabled enhanced spark discharge power, increased spark 
discharge energy, extended spark discharge duration, and boosted spark discharge current 
to be facilitated. This made it possible to ignite lean or diluted gaseous fuel-air mixtures in 
a set of constant volume combustion chambers under controlled gas flow conditions. A 
complementary objective was to gain insights into how gas flow variations impact different 
spark parameters, with a view to improving the accuracy of spark ignition models. 
Accordingly, the interactions between the spark discharge process and the air flow field 
were investigated under independently controlled air flow velocities. The spark discharge 
parameters, such as the spark discharge energy, discharge duration, discharge current, 
discharge voltage, as well as plasma length, were determined and analyzed under varying 
air flow conditions.  
7.1 Conclusions 
Several conclusions were drawn from the major findings of the extensive empirical studies 
undertaken in this research, and these are summarized below: 
1. The ignition of a lean combustible mixture under gas flow conditions required both 
sufficiently high spark discharge current and adequately long spark discharge duration. 
The former was required to secure the flame kernel growth, especially under high gas 
flow velocities. A prolonged spark discharge duration effectively enlarged the ignition 
volume by allowing more combustible gas to be heated by the spark plasma, and 
consequently increased the chance to generate a larger flame kernel.  
2. Spark strategies with transient high discharge power yet short discharge duration was 




prolonged spark discharge durations of adequate current were more effective in 
generating large flame kernels than sparks with enhanced transient discharge power, 
under strong gas flows. It was also observed that the transient high-current spark 
strategy did not perform as well as a conventional spark on equal spark energy under 
all the tested flow velocity range. 
3. The length of the plasma channel increased due to the transportation of conductive 
particles by the air flow stream. The rate at which the plasma length increased, 
identified as ‘plasma stretching rate’, was mainly dependant on the air flow velocity. 
The maximum length, to which the plasma channel was prolonged, was effected by the 
air flow velocity and the spark gap size. A maximum length of about 35 mm was 
observed in this research.  
4. When a spark was discharged under air flow conditions, the discharge duration was 
reduced due to the increased plasma resistance. The spark discharge energy was 
changed because of the flow field. The changes in the spark discharge duration and 
discharge energy were more significant when the air flow velocity increased from 0 m/s 
to 30 m/s. Further increase in air flow velocity, e.g., from 30 m/s up to 60 m/s, had 
minimal impact on the spark discharge duration and discharge energy under the tested 
conditions.  
5. Short circuit and restrike phenomena of the spark plasma were observed under air flow 
conditions. The frequency of the short circuit and restrike increased with the increased 
air flow velocity. 
6. The shape of the spark plasma channel became irregular when the background pressure 
was elevated. Due to this pressure increase, the first short circuit occurred at an earlier 
stage, provided that the discharge voltage was sufficiently high. 
7. The transient high-power spark and transient high-current spark were not significantly 
impacted by the magnitude of the air flow, apparently due to the short duration of the 
discharge process. Conversely, the boosted-current spark and the dual-coil offset spark 




due to the increased discharge voltage across the spark gap and the stochastic events of 
short circuits and restrikes under air flow conditions. 
8. The spark discharge power was a major influential factor in the ignition process under 
quiescent conditions. A high-power spark was beneficial for the flame kernel growth. 
9. When using conventional discharge current levels, the excessive spark discharge 
current and excessive discharge duration during the arc and glow phases had minimal 
impact on the flame kernel formation under quiescent conditions, as long as the spark 
discharge energy was greater than the minimum threshold for a successful ignition. 
7.2 Contributions made to the study of spark ignition mechanisms 
As guaranteed and successful spark ignition for all gas flow conditions is essential for any 
future high-efficiency engines, the research work carried out for this dissertation was 
devoted to the study on the mechanisms of flame kernel growth and the spark discharge 
process under gas flow conditions through focused and extensive empirical work. The 
contributions of this work included the following: 
1. Modulation of spark discharge parameters was realized through specifically designed 
ignition circuits and control algorithms. Systematic empirical research was conducted 
on the effectiveness of spark strategies under controlled background pressure and gas 
flow conditions. The evaluation of the spark strategies was based on the spark energy 
that was delivered to the spark gap instead of the coil out energy frequently reported in 
the existing literature. In addition to the amount of spark energy, the spark discharge 
current and voltage profiles were measured alongside optical measurements of the 
flame kernel. This methodology enabled detailed correlations of the spark parameters 
to the flame kernel growth. A better understanding of how flame kernels grow under 
gas flow conditions was made possible through these comprehensive measurements. 
2. The advantages and shortcomings of various spark strategies under gas flow conditions 
were discussed based on the experimental results. The experimental work explored a 




on certain spark strategies, such as the high-power spark and the transient high-current 
spark.  
3. Extensive experiments on the spark discharge under air flow conditions were carried 
out in this research. The scope of the air flow velocity range was much wider than that 
reported in previously published research work. The background pressure impact on 
plasma stretch was also investigated. The effects on maximum plasma length and 
plasma stretching rate for varying air flow velocities were analyzed. These results could 
benefit the development of better spark ignition modeling for various gas flow 
conditions.  
7.3 Recommendations for future work 
1. The experiments in this research were carried out in a set of constant volume 
combustion chambers under a background temperature of about 298 K. As temperature 
is important for both mixture ignition and combustion processes, it would be 
worthwhile to fully investigate the impact of gas flow on spark discharge and ignition 
at elevated initial temperatures. 
2. Gas flow velocities were shown to influence spark discharge characteristics and flame 
growth in the constant volume combustion chambers. In Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) 
engines the fuel injector, normally located close to the spark plug, will contribute to the 
mixture motion during the spark ignition process. There is a paucity of empirical data 
on how the gas flow interactions between the fuel injection technique and in-cylinder 
bulk mixture motion effect the spark discharge and ignition process. To address this 
deficiency will require in-depth investigations. Additionally, when a stratified fuel-air 
mixture is created by the direct fuel injection, the adaptive control of the ignition 
strategy with changing mixture reactivity under varying gas flow velocities could be 
beneficial, and such as would also be a meaningful research topic.  
3. The impact of spark plug configuration on the ignition performance under gas flow 
conditions should be studied in more detail. For instance, a longer plasma channel can 




for generating a larger flame kernel. However, the larger spark gap size also results in 
a shorter spark discharge duration, which impairs the ignition process under gas flow 
conditions. The overall ignition performance depends on both aspects, which should be 
studied in greater detail, including to what extent the orientation of the spark plug 
changes the gas flow characteristics and hence impact the spark discharge and the 
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